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Wheelchair Propulsion for Everyday Manual Wheelchair Users: Repetition Training and
Machine Learning-based Monitoring
by
Pin-Wei Chen
Doctor of Philosophy in Rehabilitation and Participation Sciences
Washington University in St. Louis, 2019
Kerri Morgan, Chair
Abstract

Upper limb pain and injuries are prevalent among manual wheelchair users and can restrict
their participation and daily activities. Due to the high repetition and force in wheelchair
propulsion, chronic wheelchair propulsion has been linked to the risk of upper limb pain and injury.
Prevention of upper limb pain and injury is a high priority in wheelchair-related research. Decades
of research in wheelchair propulsion biomechanics have led to clinical practice guidelines (CPG).
Unfortunately, a decade after the publication of the CPG, CPG-recommended propulsion is still
uncommon. Hence, for the first aim, a randomized controlled trial pilot study with two groups (i.e.,
training group and education group) and three assessments were conducted to test an overground,
repetition-based wheelchair propulsion training program based on the CPG. The results indicated
that, after the intervention, the training group had significantly improved CPG propulsion features
such as a smaller minimum hand–axle distance and higher push effectiveness; a greater likelihood
of propelling using CPG-recommended propulsions was found for the training group.
On the other hand, due to limitations in technology, wheelchair propulsion research has not
established direct evidence to link daily wheelchair propulsion patterns to the chance of upper limb
injuries. Therefore, in Aim 2, a feasibility study of a wearable sensor and machine learning-based
xi

monitoring protocol was tested. The results suggest promising indoor propulsion detection using
a linear support vector machine algorithm; an acceptable accuracy of outdoor propulsion detection.
In Aim 3, acceptability and adherence of the wearable sensor monitoring protocol were explored
using a 24-hour monitoring program. General acceptability was positive, and adherence to the 24hour monitoring was high.
Together, these results contribute knowledge to evidence-based approaches of teaching
CPG-recommended propulsions and the ability to monitor the effects of propulsion daily. This will
allow clinicians to effectively teach and correct manual wheelchair usage at an early stage and, in
consequence, reduce the chance of upper limb pain and injuries. Ultimately, these results will
enable participation and improve the well-being of manual wheelchair users.

xii

Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Demographics
Approximately 1.5 million people use a manual wheelchair (MWC) in the U.S. (Kaye,
2000). Among MWC users, 79,000 are under 18 years old, 560,000 are 18–64 years old, and
864,000 are over 65 years of age. The number of wheelchair users is increasing due to the
growing aging population. The National Academies of Science, Engineering and Medicine
reported that in the next decade, the number of wheelchair users will quadruple (National
Academies of Sciences, 2017, p. 36). This also situates wheelchair usage as one of the most
important topics of the next decade. Therefore, it is essential to understand the mechanisms and
consequences of wheelchair usage. Specifically, the scope of my dissertation research includes
upper limb pain and injury associated with daily wheelchair propulsion patterns, as well as the
potential for prevention, measurement, and interventions for pain and injury.

1.1.1 Diagnosis and Population
I would like to define MWC users by first looking at the criteria for obtaining an MWC.
According to Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (2018), a patient qualifies for
wheelchair reimbursement if a physician diagnoses the following criteria:
(1) The beneficiary has a mobility limitation impairs their ability to participate in
mobility-related activities of daily living. (2) The beneficiary’s mobility limitation
cannot be sufficiently resolved by the use of an appropriately fitted cane or
walker. (3) Use of a manual wheelchair will significantly improve the
beneficiary’s ability to participate in mobility-related activities of daily living and
the beneficiary will use it on a regular basis in the home (4) The beneficiary has
1

sufficient upper extremity function and other physical and mental capabilities
needed to safely self-propel the manual wheelchair that is provided in the home
during a typical day. Limitations of strength, endurance, range of motion, or
coordination, presence of pain, or deformity or absence of one or both upper
extremities are relevant to the assessment of upper extremity function.
Due to these criteria, MWC users often have diagnoses of spinal cord injury (SCI),
stroke, cerebral palsy (CP), multiple sclerosis (MS), spinal bifida, or other neurological or spinerelated injuries. Because my dissertation research looks at chronic overuse of the upper
extremities, for the current research, I decided to limit the population of study to people who do
not use their feet to propel their wheelchairs. Although MWC users who are not survivors of SCI
have been frequently excluded from prior research on wheelchair propulsion, the biomechanics
of wheelchair propulsion are similar across many diagnoses. Common diagnoses of MWC users
that fit the current research scope are described below.
Spinal Cord Injury (SCI). According to the National Spinal Cord Injury Statistical
Center (2016), there are approximately 282,000 individuals living with a SCI in the U.S. MWCs
are the most common assistive technology used as the primary means of mobility for individuals
with a SCI (National Spinal Cord Injury Statistical Center, 2016). As a result, the research on
MWC-usage-related musculoskeletal injury and pain often focuses on individuals with a SCI.
Maladaptation post-SCI often reduces physical activities and participation (Robertson,
Boninger, Cooper, & Shimada, 1996). A 35-year longitudinal study shows that adaptive
individuals with a SCI have a better chance of survival than maladaptive individuals (Krause &
Bozard, 2012). Among these 35-year-post-injury participants, the number of health problems
also increased with age. Several longitudinal investigations into anxiety and depression of
2

individuals with SCI have found that different coping mechanisms affect levels of adaptation,
participation, and quality of life (Craig, Hancock, & Dickson, 1994; Kennedy, Kilvert, &
Hasson, 2016; Kennedy & Rogers, 2000; Tate et al., 2015). Major depressive disorder
significantly predicts the reduction of both physical activity and quality of life (Kennedy &
Rogers, 2000).
Wheelchair skills and capacity have been identified as significant factors affecting quality
of life (Hosseini, Oyster, Kirby, Harrington, & Boninger, 2012). A survey study has shown that
wheelchair skills training is viewed as important among both healthcare professionals and MWC
users (Morgan, Engsberg, & Gray, 2017). In a comparison study with age-matched and activitylevel-matched able-bodied individuals (Pentland & Twomey, 1994), individuals with an SCI
experienced a significantly higher frequency of pain in the shoulders, elbows, and wrists. These
individuals experienced pain in 60% of their activities of daily living (ADLs). Approximately
50% of individuals with an SCI experienced pain during work or school, sleep, wheelchair
transfers, driving, and outdoor wheeling.
Spinal Cord Injury and Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI). Individuals with an SCI may
have also experienced a TBI (Sommer & Witkiewicz, 2004). TBI can affect numerous
components of cognitive function such as executive function, working memory, and learning.
Motor learning is essential to learning proper techniques for wheelchair propulsion (Morgan,
Tucker, Klaesner, & Engsberg, 2017). Individuals with TBI may have deficits in motor learning
and motor control. However, there is no clear standardized testing in the literature beyond
cognition tests (e.g., Executive Function Performance Test) for ability to develop complex skills
such as riding a bicycle, skating on a skateboard, freestyle swimming, or performing proper
wheelchair propulsion. TBI most commonly affects social integration and participation (Hanks,
3

Rapport, Millis, & Deshpande, 1999). However, its effect on complex motor learning remains
unclear and varies case by case.
Cerebral Palsy (CP). CP is a non-progressive neurologic condition caused by brain
injury that occurs before the completion of cerebral development (Krigger, 2006). CP can occur
during prenatal, perinatal, or postnatal periods. About 70%–80% of individuals with CP acquired
CP during the prenatal stage, and the cause is unknown. There are an estimated 764,000 children
and adults with CP in the U.S. (Krigger, 2006). Each year in the U.S., approximately 8,000
babies and 1200–1500 preschool-aged children are diagnosed with CP.
About 70% of individuals with CP experience spastic symptoms, including muscular
hypertonicity, weakness, increased deep tendon reflexes, and tremors (Jan, 2006). About 10%–
20% of individuals with CP experience abnormally slow, writhing movements of the limbs that
are exacerbated during stress. Ataxic CP constitutes of 5%–10% of the CP population and results
in impaired balance and coordination (Krigger, 2006). Many individuals with CP eventually stop
ambulating due to fatigue, inefficiency of gait, and/or muscle and joint pain. Non-ambulatory
individuals with CP are also at risk of osteopenia, osteoporosis, and fracture due to reduced bone
mass. Muscle imbalance can lead to complete dislocation of the hip (Krigger, 2006). Oral–motor
function impairment is common. About two-thirds of individuals with CP have intellectual
impairments, and about half of all individuals with CP experience seizures. Impaired hearing or
vision, and abnormal touch and pain perception are found in some individuals with CP. About
67% of individuals with CP report pain (Engel, Jensen, Hoffman, & Kartin, 2003). Other
comorbid conditions include bowel and bladder incontinence, epilepsy, and depressive
symptoms. Because the symptoms of CP vary, not all individuals with CP use an MWC, and the
consequences of using an MWC for individuals with CP remain unclear. However, due to the
4

similar biomechanics of MWC propulsion across diagnoses, individuals with CP were included
as potential participants of this study.
Multiple Sclerosis (MS). An estimated 400,000 individuals are diagnosed with MS in
the U.S. Onset of MS usually occurs around 20–40 years of age. MS is most prevalent in
northern European populations, especially in individuals of Nordic descent (Dilokthornsakul et
al., 2016). Women are more likely to have MS than men, with a ratio of about two to one. MS
consists of progressive, widespread lesions or plaques and results in inflammatory demyelination
and axonal damage in the brain and spinal cord. Motor, cognitive, and neuropsychiatric MS
symptoms vary due to widespread locations of plaques. Four clinical courses of MS have been
identified: (1) relapsing-remitting MS is defined as symptoms that occur but fully resolve; (2)
around 80% of individuals with relapsing-remitting MS may further develop into secondaryprogressive MS, wherein the symptoms gradually worsen with or without occasional relapses or
minor remissions; (3) a progressive decline after onset of the diseases is referred to as
progressive-relapsing MS; and (4) primary-progressive MS is characterized by a gradual
worsening of symptoms with no distinct remission (Dilokthornsakul et al., 2016).
MS affects attention, executive function, processing speed, and long-term memory
(Dilokthornsakul et al., 2016). About 40%–65% of patients experience long-term memory
impairment. Processing speed and working memory deficits are often seen in patients with MS.
About 17% of individuals with MS have problems with shifting, inhibition, and fluency, which
are associated with executive function (Dilokthornsakul et al., 2016). Up to 25% of individuals
with MS may have visual perceptual deficits, including visuospatial processing and the ability to
perceive features of visual stimuli. Over 90% of individuals with MS experience frequent fatigue
(Nagaraj, Taly, Gupta, Prasad, & Christopher, 2013). Depression is common among MS patients,
5

with around 50% of patients suffering from lifetime depression (Feinstein, 2004). However,
depression is less common among individuals whose lesions occur in the spinal cord rather than
the brain.
Because the symptoms of MS vary drastically and only a small portion of individuals
with MS utilize MWCs, the evidence regarding MWC usage particular to individuals with MS is
limited. However, as with CP, the MS population has been included as part of the potential
population of study because of the similar biomechanics of MWC propulsion.

1.2 Definitions and Research Framework
To begin, I will define the terminology used in this research. All terms and definitions
follow or are modified from the Glossary of Wheelchair Terms and Definitions version 1.0
(Waugh, 2013a) and A Clinical Application Guide to Standardized Wheelchair Seating Measures
of the Body and Seating Support Surfaces (Waugh, 2013b). All measurements in this research
used the Wheelchair Axis System (Waugh, 2013b). My research focus is specifically on MWC
users. Manual wheelchair user is defined as an individual who uses and propels an MWC as his
or her primary source of mobility. Here, the mobility device “manual wheelchair” is defined as a
wheelchair that relies on an occupant for manual propulsion on the two propelling wheels
(Waugh, 2013a). This dissertation research looks at a specific maneuver that MWC users
perform daily, that is, daily manual wheelchair propulsion (MWP), which is defined as the upper
limb movements that propel one’s own wheelchair with two arms in an upright-trunk position.
Depending on individual variability, the upright position ranges from around 75°–105° of thighto-trunk angle.

6

1.2.1 Research Framework
Performance versus Capacity. There is a difference between things people can do (i.e.,
capacity) versus things people do do (i.e., performance) in the real world. Performance is defined
as the proficiency of executing a meaningful task through the scope of transaction between the
person and the real-world environment. Capacity is the proficiency of executing a task through the
scope of transaction between the person and the controlled environment. These definitions are
adapted from the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF)
framework (World Health Organization, 2001) and Glass’s “tenses” of function (Glass, 1998). The
ICF states that performance is “executing tasks in the current environment,” and capacity is
“executing tasks in a standard environment” (World Health Organization, 2001, p. 11). In his 1998
paper, Glass describes the distinction between performance and capacity as follows: “[the]
tendency to emphasize functional capability and to ignore functional performance reflects the
history of the disability model as grounded in studies of functional status among older patients in
hospitals and nursing homes, far removed from the real-world constraints which both enable and
dampen functional performance outside of the institutional setting”(Glass, 1998). Glass proposes
that there are three “tenses” in function: (1) the hypothetical tense describes when a researcher
asks for self-report of function with no context, (2) the experimental tense describes when a
researcher asks the participant to perform in a controlled environment, and (3) the enacted tense
describes when a researcher asks for a self-report, or measurement of a proxy, of daily function in
the real world. In this dissertation research, I piloted a study to examine wheelchair propulsion that
compares the experimental tense to a pseudo-enacted tense. I then worked toward creating a
wheelchair propulsion monitoring tool to measure the enacted tense. My work is also based on the
ICF framework and the idea that measuring capacity is not enough to capture daily performance.

7

A proxy or direct measurement of performance is needed to assess the functionality and effects of
an intervention.
Motor Learning Theory. Propelling a manual wheelchair is a skill. One of the
fundamental barriers to transferring skills from capacity to performance is automaticity—whether
one needs to put effort into producing the desired behavior. Thorndike, in his 1905 Elements of
Psychology, proposes that “it is necessary for the efficiency of mental life that many habits should
be made thus self-controlling, should be practiced until they make no demands upon mental life
proper.[…] It should be the fate of every connection to progress toward automatic behavior. It is
extravagant to waste attention on minor connections which do not deserve it” (Thorndike, 1905,
p. 304). He theorized that an individual can have many actions and consequences of those actions.
One of the responses leads to a reward, and if the reward occurs reliably and with enough repetition
for a given action, then such action–response is learned. That is, the association or connection is
strengthened through practice. Building upon this, the principle of Motor Learning Theory
establishes that this type of learning requires “knowledge of the result,” which serves as the reward
system to strengthen the motor skill (Adams, 1971; Newell, 1976; Salmoni, Schmidt, & Walter,
1984). The best description of the importance of “knowledge of the result” is that practice does
not make perfect; rather, “practice, the results of which are known, makes perfect” (Bartlett, 1958,
p. 86).
In 1971, Adams published the closed-loop theory of motor learning (Adams, 1971). Adams
proposed that closed-loop motor learning provides feedback from response, error detection, and
error correction, whereas open-loop learning does not, the key being that motor learning, according
to closed-loop theory, is not the strengthening of a habit with knowledge of the result, but acquiring
the capability to detect and correct errors. That is, learning requires conscious interference in the
8

correction of the movement. According to the closed-loop theory, the learning processes consists
of many stages. In the early stage, motor learning requires practice and knowledge of the result to
provide information of the error. In the later stages, knowledge of the result is not required because
perceptual traces of the movement have been formed, and traces can be monitored to provide error
information. These traces rely on feedback from proprioception and other senses. This type of
learning is defined as “subjective reinforcement.” The greater the amount of feedback with
repetition, the better the performance with knowledge of the result. The greater the amount of
practice before knowledge of the result is withdrawn, the better the stability of the performance
(Adams, Gopher, & Lintern, 1977). Furthermore, in the absence of knowledge of the result,
performance is retained, but no improvements occur (Adams et al., 1977; Schmidt, 1975).
Retention improves with increased repetition of the correct movements (Adams & Dijkstra, 1966;
Posner & Konick, 1966).
Another theory proposed by Schmidt is called the schema theory (Schmidt, 1975). This
theory delves into the details of motor control in abstract ways. The schema theory emphasizes
response versatility. For example, there are many ways to hit a tennis ball, and all of the movements
belong to the “tennis playing” motor program, or schema. The schema is an abstract structure in
memory that is prepared in advance of the movement, and it contains the patterns of muscle
contractions and relaxations that define movement. The running of the motor program does not
need response-produced feedback. Only when the course of movement is perturbed is the error
correction initiated.
Some of the motor learning theories have been supported by neural correlate studies. The
distribution of practice and massed practice are supported by both behavioral studies and
neurological evidence (Ebbinghaus, 1964; Nudo, Milliken, Jenkins, & Merzenich, 1996; Schultz,
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Tremblay, & Hollerman, 2003; Tremblay, Hollerman, & Schultz, 1998). In addition, the concept
of observational learning arose from the discovery of mirror neurons in monkeys, and it was
hypothesized that humans would have a similar mirror mechanism. When observing someone
else’s action, the brain will activate regions that correspond to the movements and intention (Frey
& Gerry, 2006) and enhance the neuronal connectivity that is essential in motor learning (Cattaneo
& Rizzolatti, 2009; Rohbanfard & Proteau, 2011). Furthermore, observational learning
techniques—observing the results of the movement with accuracy—seem to improve motor
learning when paired with training. The observational learning theory suggests that by observation
of movements, perceptual traces of such movements increase, which may lead to better error
detection (Rohbanfard & Proteau, 2011).
In conclusion, motor learning principles suggest that optimal training requires feedback
(i.e., knowledge of the result; Newell, 1976). Observation of correct and incorrect movement
patterns can help in the training. During practice, errors in the movement patterns have to be
inferred. Trainers can also provide results of the practice along with a demonstration of the ideal
movements. An extensive visual demonstration of the movement before practice can also help the
trainee in learning the movement.

1.3 Chronic Overuse, Pain, and Injury.
1.3.1 Pain and Injury
Approximately 30%–70% of MWC users with SCI experience some degree of upper limb
injury (Bayley, Cochran, & Sledge, 1987; Dalyan, Cardenas, & Gerard, 1999; Gellman et al., 1988;
Gerhart, 1993; Pentland & Twomey, 1994; Subbarao, Klopfstein, & Turpin, 1995). Pain and injury
reduce the ability of MWC users to perform daily activities and negatively impact their quality of
life (Pentland & Twomey, 1994; Salisbury, Nitz, & Souvlis, 2006; Samuelsson, Tropp, & Gerdle,
10

2004). One study found that 26% of individuals with SCI and upper limb pain needed additional
help with functional activities, and 28% reported limitations in independence because of shoulder
pain (Dalyan et al., 1999). Unemployment is higher, and full-time employment is lower in
individuals with upper arm/shoulder pain versus those with no upper arm/shoulder pain (Dalyan
et al., 1999). The highest intensity of shoulder pain is reported during MWC propulsion on inclines
and propulsion for durations longer than 10 minutes (Curtis et al., 1999). Shoulder pain has also
been reported during daily activities that involve reaching up ( Paralyzed Veterans of America
Consortium for Spinal Cord Medicine [PVACfSCM], 2005). MWC users who experience upper
limb injures tend to reduce their daily activities (Dalyan et al., 1999; Lundqvist, Siosteen,
Blomstrand, Lind, & Sullivan, 1991; Pentland & Twomey, 1994). One approach to preventing or
delaying upper limb pain and injuries is by teaching MWC users the proper wheelchair usage
techniques the moment they receive their wheelchair.

1.3.2 Other Factors Associated with Pain and Injury
Strength may be an important mediator in the risk of developing upper limb pain and injury;
upper limb strength is found to be a significant predictor of the development of pain and injury in
MWC users (Mulroy et al., 2015). Older adults and women are more likely to show upper limb
abnormalities (PVACfSCM, 2005). Tetraplegic individuals are also more likely to develop upper
limb injuries (Curtis et al., 1999). Strength capacity is associated with age, gender, and level of
injury. Intuitively, individuals with higher strength capacity are less likely to “overwork” their
joints and, hence, are less likely to injure themselves.

1.3.3 Current Evidence of Chronic Overuse, Pain, and Injury
Although there is no causal evidence established between chronic upper limb pain and
daily wheelchair propulsion, according to a 1997 critical review from the National Institute for
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Occupational Safety and Health, numerous studies have pointed out that repetitive, high-force
tasks lead to upper limb pain and injury (Bernard & Putz-Anderson, 1997). Evidence suggests that
wheelchair propulsion exerts higher forces than the majority of daily tasks (Boninger, Cooper,
Robertson, & Rudy, 1997; Koontz et al., 2007). Wheelchair propulsion is also a highly repetitive
task. Mercer and colleagues (2006) used magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to test forces exerted
on the shoulder at different propulsion speeds and found that coracoacromial ligament edema was
more likely to occur when the individual experiences higher net force at the posterior joint.
Ultrasound imaging studies show that upper limb abnormalities among MWC users are common.
Abnormalities in the carpal tunnel and the glenohumeral joint have also been found to be related
to wheelchair propulsion and wheelchair-related tasks such as transfers (Brose et al., 2008; Impink,
Boninger, Walker, Collinger, & Niyonkuru, 2009; van Drongelen, Boninger, Impink, & Khalaf,
2007; Worobey, Lin, Koontz, & Boninger, 2015).
All of the data described above were primarily collected in a controlled environment.
Understanding one’s capacity is important; however, proving that chronic overuse is associated
with wheelchair propulsion may require a more direct measurement of longitudinal and daily
performance. For example, bicep tendon and shoulder abnormalities have been observed after
MWC users intensively propelled their wheelchairs (Mercer et al., 2006; van Drongelen et al.,
2006). It may be intuitive to assume that shoulder pain was caused by the intensive wheelchair
pushing; however, in real life, we do not know whether individuals often push their wheelchairs
this intensively. Another example is that many wheelchair users can perform efficient propulsions
during and after one training session, but it is questionable whether they perform these efficient
propulsions outside of the laboratory or whether the Hawthorne Effect—individuals behaving in a
different way when under observation—is taking place. Hence, if the hypothesis is that daily
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chronic overuse is causing or linked to upper limb pain and injury, research must examine
propulsion both in the laboratory and in real-world scenarios in order to understand the true nature
of chronic overuse and its relationship with upper limb pain and injury.

1.3.4 Wheelchair Propulsion Biomechanics
Several parameters can be measured to evaluate MWC propulsion, including the MWC
propulsion pattern, pushes per distance (number of pushes/meter), push frequency (number of
pushes/minute), duration per cycle, and travel speed (meters/second). These parameters have been
used in the literature to evaluate wheelchair propulsion (Boninger et al., 2002; Shimada,
Robertson, Bonninger, & Cooper, 1998; Vanlandewijck, Theisen, & Daly, 2001). An MWC
propulsion pattern is defined as the two-dimensional sagittal (x-y plane) patterns formed by tracing
a marker on the hand, typically at the third metacarpophalangeal joint, during cycles of wheelchair
propulsion. The common wheelchair propulsion patterns can be classified into four categories: arc,
single loop over (SL), semicircle, and double loop over (DL) propulsion (Boninger et al., 2002).
There are two quantifiable measures to identify a propulsion pattern: (1) the push angle is the angle
formed by drawing a line from the third metacarpal to the axle, then recording the angle formed
from the beginning and end of the push phase, and (2) the minimum hand–axle distance is the
minimum distance of the third metacarpal from the axle for each cycle (Morgan, Tucker, Klaesner,
& Engsberg 2017). Push cycle is defined as initial contact of the hand on the wheel, acceleration
of the wheel, then recovery back to the same position of initial wheel contact. Each push cycle can
be further divided into the “push phase” and the “recovery phase.” The push phase is the period
when one’s hand is in contact with the wheel, and the recovery phase is when one’s hand lets go
of the wheel and returns toward the initial position to reconnect with the wheel.
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1.3.5 Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPG)
To prevent upper limb pain and injury, researchers suggest decreasing push frequency and
improving force efficiency (Boninger et al., 2005; Boninger et al., 2002; PVACfSCM, 2005;
Robertson et al., 1996). Boninger and colleagues (2002) found that certain wheelchair propulsion
patterns, such as the semicircular pattern, are biomechanically more efficient than others; the
semicircular pattern consists of a lower cadence with above-average force efficiency and higher
effectiveness in traveling. Based on the kinematic and kinetic evidence, clinical practice guidelines
(CPG) were issued recommending efficient propulsion to prevent upper limb injuries. The goal of
the guidelines was to avoid further injury and promote better daily upper limb movements,
including more efficient propulsion patterns (PVACfSCM, 2005). The guidelines suggest that
MWC users reduce the frequency of propulsion, minimize the force used, and increase the duration
of each push phase. This can be achieved by performing the semicircular propulsion pattern, which
is also recommended because it involves no abrupt change of direction in the trajectory of the hand
and arm movements.

1.3.6 Repetition-based Training
Repetition-based training is effective in training rehabilitation interventions (Dallmeijer,
Van der Woude, Hollander, & Van As, 1999b; de Groot, de Bruin, Noomen, & van der Woude,
2008; Kilkens, Post, Dallmeijer, van Asbeck, & van der Woude, 2005; Lang et al., 2009; Rice,
Pohlig, Gallagher, & Boninger, 2013). Based on Motor Learning Theory, repetition training with
feedback is often employed to train complex skills (Adams, 1971; Adams & Dijkstra, 1966;
Newell, 1976). Wheelchair propulsion is no doubt a complex behavior that requires much practice
to automatize the motion. Morgan and colleagues (2017) conducted a preliminary study that
showed that wheelchair propulsion techniques improved after 5400 repetitions on a stationary
roller system, the WheelMill System (WMS). Several studies have shown that high doses of
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practice may induce change toward proper biomechanics in wheelchair propulsion (de Groot et al.,
2008; de Groot, Veeger, Hollander, & van der Woude, 2003). Furthermore, Rice and colleagues
(Rice et al., 2013) provided video education followed by a practice session and found
improvements in propulsion frequency and push angle. This is consistent with the findings that
observation followed by practice can be fruitful for training complex behaviors (Frey & Gerry,
2006; Rohbanfard & Proteau, 2011; Weeks & Anderson, 2000). On the other hand, Rice, Smith,
Kelleher, Greenwald, and Boninger (2014) provided extensive CPG education sessions (with no
mention of any extensive repetition training) in an inpatient rehabilitation facility and found
improved cadence at discharge and 6 months post-intervention, but not after 1 year. No
improvement in force efficiency was found.
Despite the publication of the CPG a decade ago, CPG propulsions still not commonly
used among MWC users. In 2007, Richter and colleagues found 0% of participants (n = 26)
propulsion technique met the CPG propulsions (Richter, Rodriguez, Woods, & Axelson, 2007).
Koontz and colleagues (2009) found that 5.1% of their participants’ (n = 29) propulsion
techniques followed the CPG. In 2013, Askari and colleagues examined the MWP biomechanics
of 53 participants with various diagnoses and levels of MWC experience (Askari, Kirby, Parker,
Thompson, & O'Neill, 2013). Approximately 36% of participants demonstrated the proper push
phase, and only 7.6% demonstrated the proper recovery phase. A possible explanation for this is
that structured repetition wheelchair propulsion training protocols based on CPG are still absent
from inpatient and outpatient clinical services. Lack of time is the number one barrier to
translating research into practice in rehabilitation settings (Bayley et al., 2012; Best, Routhier, &
Miller, 2015). Current literature has not established a timely and feasible training protocol for
MWP. Previous protocols have either included no training or implemented a training program
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that utilized only wheelchair treadmills, which are not available in many facilities. Aim 1 of this
dissertation addressed this problem by conducting a randomized feasibility and efficacy study to
examine at a 3-week long, repetition-based wheelchair propulsion training program implemented
overground.

1.3.7 Environmental Factors and Wheelchair Propulsion
Terrain, wheelchair seating, and physical obstacles and architecture can affect wheelchair
propulsion patterns. Less efficient wheelchair propulsion patterns, such as the arc pattern, are
essential for uphill propulsion (Richter et al., 2007) and speed gain (Boninger et al., 1997;
Vanlandewijck et al., 2001) due to the high power output produced by such a pattern in a short
amount of time. Surface type, such as carpet or tile, also affects force and speed in wheelchair
propulsion (French, Smailagic, Siewiorek, Ambur, & Tyamagundlu, 2008; Hurd, Morrow,
Kaufman, & An, 2008; Koontz et al., 2009). Physical obstacles may affect one’s choice of
propulsion method due to proximity of the MWC user to the obstacle. Soneblum, Sprigle, and
Lopez (2012) tracked 28 participants for 278 days and found that average daily travel is 1.6
kilometers over 54 minutes broken up into 90 bouts of mobility. The authors also found that slow
bouts dominate wheelchair usage, with 63% of bouts being shorter than 30 seconds and 13 meters.
Because arc propulsion consists of a shorter cycle, on average, 80% of MWC users initiate with
the arc propulsion pattern (Koontz et al., 2009). More efficient propulsion patterns are suitable for
long-distance travel because the cycle of each efficient propulsion is much longer than the cycle
seen in inefficient propulsion patterns (Rice, Impink, Niyonkuru, & Boninger, 2009). Therefore,
wheelchair propulsion patterns are not constant and vary in the real world.
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1.3.8 Wheelchair Seating and Wheelchair Propulsion
Wheelchair seating position is also an important factor that affects MWP patterns. Experts
recommend moving the axle as far forward as possible without losing stability and comfort, so that
the MWC user sits further back relative to the axle (PVACfSCM, 2005; Requejo et al., 2008).
When the MWC user sits further back, the duration of each push is longer. This longer push phase
results in more efficient force exertion and reduces the frequency of propulsion (Boninger,
Baldwin, Cooper, Koontz, & Chan, 2000). Evidence also suggests that a lower seating position
will increase the contact angle of the hand and wheel, which leads to more efficient propulsion
(Kotajarvi et al., 2004; van der Woude, Veeger, Rozendal, & Sargeant, 1989). The CPG suggest
that when MWC users hold the top, dead-center of the wheel, the angle of elbow flexion should
range from 100°−120°, which can be achieved by adjusting the seat height (PVACfSCM, 2005).
In the current research, wheelchair seating was evaluated. The seat height, the distance between
the axle and the center of the seat, and the angle of elbow flexion when holding the top of the
wheel were used as covariates in determining the effectiveness of learning proper MWP.

1.4 Ecological Validity, Machine Learning, and Wearable
Devices
As described above, laboratory-based research assumes that wheelchair performance in the
laboratory will reflect performance in the real world and that the chronic overuse of MWP patterns
performed in the laboratory is associated with upper limb pain and injuries. However, a 3-year
longitudinal study (n = 192) found that daily wheelchair usage measured through an odometer and
self-report does not predict the chance of upper limb pain (Mulroy et al., 2015). On the other hand,
this study was limited in that self-report is often retrospective and prone to reporting errors, and
odometers measure the distance traveled throughout the day but do not report the context of daily
activities such as MWP patterns and the number of upper limb movements made. Furthermore, it
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is beneficial to develop a measurement tool that can directly monitor daily MWP in order to capture
all three of Glass’s tenses—hypothetical, experimental, and enacted. Therefore, a reliable daily
MWP monitoring system is needed.

1.4.1 Potential Methods of Wheelchair Propulsion Evaluation in the Real
World
To begin the exploration of measurement for daily MWP, I will first describe the established
clinical and experimental measures. The standard clinical measure of MWP efficiency is the
Wheelchair Propulsion Test (WPT), which assesses three key factors: (1) whether MWC users
extend their hands behind the axle when contacting the handrim, (2) whether MWC users extend
their hands beneath the handrim, and (3) how many cycles MWC users propel within a 10-meter
test run (frequency and cycles-per-meter; Askari et al., 2013; Shimada et al., 1998). For
experimental measurements, the majority of research uses video motion capture (VMC) systems
(e.g., Vicon) and/or a dynamometer-enhanced wheel such as the SMARTWheel to track
propulsion kinematics and kinetic measures. The kinematic evidence focuses on the frequency of
propulsion, which is directly affected by the movement patterns of the upper limbs (Boninger et
al., 2000; Boninger et al., 1997; Boninger et al., 2002; Koontz et al., 2009; Shimada et al., 1998).
Kinetic evidence focuses on the efficiency of the force used (Koontz et al., 2007; Mercer et al.,
2006; Robertson et al., 1996; van der Woude, Veeger, Dallmeijer, Janssen, & Rozendaal, 2001).
Although video motion capture can capture precise kinematic measures, it is not feasible for
tracking longitudinal MWP outside of the laboratory or clinic. On the other hand, the
SMARTWheel is possible to capture out-of-clinic kinetic measures (Cooper, 2009). The
SMARTWheel has been used in numerous MWP studies to determine the most efficient way to
propel an MWC (Askari et al., 2013; Boninger et al., 1997; Boninger et al., 2002; Koontz et al.,
2009; Shimada et al., 1998). The advantage to using the SMARTWheel is its ability to capture
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numerous kinetic measures including contact force, tangential force, and overall force. One
disadvantage for using the SMARTWheel or similar dynamometer-enhanced wheels is not being
able to measure kinematics. Another disadvantage of the SMARTWheel is that users can only push
on the handrim, where force can be measured. Many MWC users do not push on the handrim;
therefore, asking users to change their behavior may not capture users’ true MWP. Furthermore,
the cost of a SMARTWheel prevents researchers from studying MWC users outside of the
laboratory.
Another solution is to utilize one or more of the numerous existing ambient monitors such
as odometers (Mulroy et al., 2015), pressure sensors (Brienza, Karg, Geyer, Kelsey, & Trefler,
2001), and location sensors (Moatamed, 2016; Tsang, Hiremath, Crytzer, Dicianno, & Ding,
2016). However, most of these methods do not provide information regarding the context of MWP
such as the type of propulsion or the number of times each activity is performed.

1.4.2 Machine Learning and Wearable Devices
Activity recognition using machine learning (ML) and wearable sensors has been
established over the past 20 years (Bulling, Blanke, & Schiele, 2014; Kim, Helal, & Cook, 2010;
Lara & Labrador, 2013). Recent developments in activity recognition using ML and wearable
sensors have shown promising results (Bulling et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2010; Lara & Labrador,
2013). Several studies have demonstrated the use of ML for recognizing different propulsion
patterns and other related activities ( French, Smailagic, Siewiorek, Ambur, & Tyamagundlu,
2008; Garcia-Masso et al., 2015; Hiremath, Ding, Farringdon, Vyas, & Cooper, 2013;
Kooijmans, Horemans, Stam, & Bussmann, 2014). However, many of the previous findings were
based on data collected from individuals without disabilities. Research has identified
dissimilarities among tests of able-bodied individuals and individuals with disabilities (Brown,
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Knowlton, Hamill, Schneider, & Hetzler, 1990). Therefore, the use of wearable devices should
be tested among the disability population. Specifically, the combination of wearable sensors and
machine learning may be able to provide information about daily wheelchair propulsion
techniques used outside of the laboratory.

1.4.3 Pilot Study for Machine Learning Approach
In a prior study, we demonstrated with high accuracy that an individualized, subjectdependent propulsion tracking system using an ML algorithm (i.e., Support Vector Machine
[SVM]) and inertial measurement units (IMUs) can detect propulsion and many other activities
(Chen & Morgan, 2018). The SVM was built from the acceleration of propulsion patterns recorded
on an instrumented wheelchair roller system (the WMS) and predicted propulsion patterns
performed overground with the highest accuracy at 99.7%. An SVM built from additional
gyroscope data recorded overground also predicted propulsion patterns (F1 = 0.968). However,
the study was a single-subject study aimed to pilot the potential protocol for sensor placement and
other ML-related settings. In Aim 2 of my dissertation, I replicated these previous findings with
10 participants and further developed the ML algorithm to track MWP indoors and outdoors.

1.5 Aims of the Dissertation
This dissertation has three aims: (1) determine the efficacy and feasibility of a repetitionbased wheelchair propulsion training intervention based on the CPG, (2) detect wheelchair
propulsion with SVM using indoor and outdoor data from the intervention in Aim 1, and (3)
identify barriers and facilitators to implementing wearable sensors in research studying MWC
users. Data were collected with a randomized controlled trial (RCT). Three assessments were
conducted: baseline (T1), immediately post-assessment (T2), and 3 weeks post-assessment (T3).
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IMUs were used for both in-lab assessment and out-of-lab assessment. Participants wore IMUs for
two 24-hour periods: once after the first assessment and once after the second assessment.
Aim 1 determined the efficacy and feasibility of a repetition-based MWP training program.
Seventeen MWC users who pushed using non-CPG-recommended propulsions were randomized
into a training group (TG) or an education group (EG). The TG practiced MWP for six 1-hour
training sessions. We hypothesized that the TG would have greater improvement toward CPGrecommended MWP than the EG after the intervention, and that this effect would extend to outdoor
propulsion sessions and be retained 3 weeks after the training sessions.
Aim 2 was to determine the feasibility of developing an ML model for detecting indoor
and outdoor CPG or non-CPG propulsion patterns. Data collected in the assessment sessions of
Aim 1 and another study were used to develop and test the ML models. IMU sensor data from 10
participants were used to create personalized ML models. Based on the previous ML study (Chen
& Morgan, 2018), I utilized the ML method and two IMU sensors per participant to detect
wheelchair propulsion patterns. The ML prediction results were compared with human judgment,
which consisted of a trained staff member reviewing and labeling all video recordings. The goal
was to pilot this ML method in the laboratory setting, as well as in a community-based setting both
indoors and outdoors to bring the research in this area one step closer to application.
Aim 3 was to explore the acceptability of the current sensors’ setup. Creating an ML
monitoring system based on the current wearable sensor setup is moot if no individuals are willing
to use it. Two constructs were measured: (1) acceptability of the wearable sensors and placements,
and (2) adherence to wearing sensors. Acceptability was measured with a 40-item survey and an
open-ended questionnaire. Adherence was measured with wear time validation using ActiLife
software and with a self-report sensor removal log. Participants were asked to wear sensors for
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two periods of 24-hour monitoring after the first and second assessment of the MWP intervention
experiment.
The expected outcomes were to demonstrate that a repetition-based wheelchair propulsion
training program is feasible and efficacious in changing propulsion patterns, that an ML model
and wearable sensors can be used in MWP monitoring, and to explore the acceptability and
adherence of sensor. Because all three goals could be achieved in one study protocol, the longterm goal is to develop a repetition-based wheelchair propulsion training protocol that not only
includes the training program within a feasible timeline, but also utilizes this program to create a
monitoring system that can track daily MWP and post-training effects in the real world. Through
improving the care of wheelchair propulsion, the overarching goal is to help manual wheelchair
users improve their participation and well-being.
Chapters 2–4 contain the detailed reports of Aims 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
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Chapter 2: Aim 1: Determine the efficacy
and feasibility of a repetition-based
wheelchair propulsion training based on
clinical practice guidelines

This chapter is in preparation to be submitted to Archives of Physical Medicine and
Rehabilitation: Chen, Walker, Harrison, Thompson, Mueller, & Morgan (in-preparation). A
randomized efficacy and feasibility study of a repetition-based wheelchair propulsion training
based on clinical practice guidelines
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2.1 Abstract
Objective: Examine the feasibility and efficacy of a repetition-based wheelchair propulsion
training program for teaching clinical practice guidelines (CPG)–recommended wheelchair
propulsion compared to non-practiced, video education training. Design: A single-center, parallel,
randomized controlled, open-label trial compared measures between two groups. Dynamic
adaptive randomization was used. Data were collected during training, at baseline, immediately
after training, and 3 weeks after training. Setting: Research laboratory and an adjacent outdoor
parking lot. Participants: Twenty full-time manual wheelchair users living in the St. Louis area.
Interventions: Non-practiced video education training versus practiced propulsion training, which
was provided six times over 3 weeks. Main Outcome Measures: Components of wheelchair
propulsions, such as push angle, minimum hand–axle distance, push frequency, and push
effectiveness, were investigated. To examine whether effects found in the lab could translate to
outdoor propulsions, the percentage of outdoor CPG propulsion patterns were examined.
Feasibility and acceptability data were measured. Results: Two participants dropped out due to
loss of contact and illness before randomization. Eighteen participants (training group n = 9;
education group n = 9) were randomized. One participant dropped out after completing the
intervention, leaving 17 participants (training group n = 8; education group = 9) who completed
the second assessment and whose data were analyzed. Significant improvements were found for
two components of wheelchair propulsion: (1) minimum hand-dropping movements and (2) push
effectiveness of the propulsions. Significant outdoor propulsion improvements were found. The
amount of propulsion training predicted the likelihood of propelling CPG propulsions outdoors.
The current training design was acceptable and feasible for most participants, and no significant
increases in shoulder pain were found after repetition trainings. Conclusions: The training group
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improved significantly with respect to propulsion effectiveness and hand-dropping in accordance
with the CPG-recommended propulsions indoors. A greater likelihood of performing CPG
propulsions outdoors was found for the training group. Future directions include investigating the
dosage effects and conducting the study in a clinical setting. Trial registration: Clinical Trials
NCT04009187. Funding: Encompass Health Intervention Grant.
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2.2 Introduction
Approximately 1.5 million people use a manual wheelchair (MWC) in the U.S. (Kaye,
2000). The majority of MWC users rely on their upper limbs for their daily activities, and among
the necessary activities for using an MWC, the most repetitive and common motion is propulsion.
Research suggests that repetitive loading on the upper limbs during MWC propulsion may lead to
chronic overuse of the upper limbs, pain and injury (Bernard & Putz-Anderson, 1997; Impink et
al., 2009; Impink, Collinger, & Boninger, 2011; van Drongelen et al., 2007; Worobey et al., 2015;
Zukowski, Hass, Shechtman, Christou, & Tillman, 2017). Pain and injury reduce the ability of
MWC users to perform daily activities and negatively impact their quality of life (Pentland &
Twomey, 1994; Salisbury et al., 2006; Samuelsson et al., 2004). Dalyan, Cardenas, and Gerard
(1999) found that 26% of individuals with spinal cord injury (SCI) and upper limb pain needed
additional help with functional activities, and 28% reported limitations in independence because
of shoulder pain. Unemployment is higher and full-time employment is lower in individuals with
upper arm/shoulder pain versus those with no upper arm/shoulder pain (Dalyan et al., 1999).
Shoulder pain has also been reported during daily activities that involve reaching up (Paralyzed
Veterans of America Consortium for Spinal Cord Medicine [PVACfSCM], 2005). MWC users
who experience upper limb injures tend to reduce their daily activities (Dalyan et al., 1999;
Lundqvist et al., 1991; Pentland & Twomey, 1994). In conclusion, upper limb pain and injuries
affect quality of life and well-being of manual wheelchair users.
Although there is no evidence to support a causal relationship between chronic upper limb
pain and daily wheelchair propulsion, according to a 1997 critical review from the National
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, numerous studies have identified that repetitive,
high-force tasks lead to upper limb pain and injury (Bernard & Putz-Anderson, 1997). Evidence
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also suggests that wheelchair propulsion exerts higher forces than the majority of daily tasks and
is also highly repetitive (Boninger et al., 1997; Koontz et al., 2007). Ultrasound imaging studies
show that upper limb abnormalities among MWC users are common. Abnormalities in the carpal
tunnel and the glenohumeral joint have also been found to be related to wheelchair propulsion and
wheelchair-related tasks such as transfers (Brose et al., 2008; Impink et al., 2009; van Drongelen
et al., 2007; Worobey et al., 2015). Mercer and colleagues used magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
to test forces exerted on the shoulder at different propulsion speeds and found that coracoacromial
ligament edema was more likely to occur when the individual experienced higher net force at the
shoulder posterior joint (Mercer et al., 2006).
Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPG) were developed to provide clinical recommendations
of efficient propulsion patterns that would assist in the prevention of upper limb pain and injuries
(PVACfSCM, 2005). The goals of these guidelines were to reduce the chance of injury and
promote better daily upper limb movements, including more efficient propulsion patterns
(PVACfSCM, 2005). The guidelines suggest that MWC users (1) reduce the frequency of
propulsion, (2) minimize the force used, and (3) increase the duration of each push phase. These
recommendations can be achieved by performing a semicircular propulsion pattern. This pattern
allows for an increased amount of time that the hand is on the pushrim during the push phase and
promotes dropping of the hand down toward the axle during the recovery phase. This semicircular
pattern is recommended because it involves no abrupt change of direction in the trajectory of the
hand and arm movements.
Wheelchair propulsion is a complex behavior and often requires practice to automatize the
motion. Current literature regarding wheelchair training is mostly limited to wheelchair skills
training (e.g., wheelies, wheelchair transfers) Seldom, in clinics, are MWC users taught using a
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standardized wheelchair propulsion training program (Morgan, Engsberg & Gray, 2017; Rice et
al., 2014). Often, MWC users have been found not using CPG-recommended propulsions patterns
(Slowik, Requejo, Mulroy, & Neptune, 2016). Repetition training with feedback is based on Motor
Learning Theory and is often employed to train complex skills (Adams, 1971; Adams & Dijkstra,
1966; Newell, 1976). Previous wheelchair propulsion–related research has used similar repetition
designs. Morgan, Tucker, Klaesner, and Engsberg (2017) conducted a preliminary study, using
Motor Learning Theory, and showed that wheelchair propulsion techniques improved after 5400
instructed wheelchair propulsion repetitions on a stationary roller system, the Wheelmill System
(WMS). Several other studies have shown that high doses of practice may induce changes toward
proper biomechanics in wheelchair propulsion (de Groot et al., 2008; de Groot et al., 2003). Video
education with training was also found to be effective. Rice and colleagues (2013) provided video
education followed by a practice session and found improvements in propulsion frequency and
push angle. This is consistent with the finding that observation followed by practice can be a useful
strategy for training complex behaviors (Frey & Gerry, 2006; Rohbanfard & Proteau, 2011; Weeks
& Anderson, 2000). On the other hand, Rice, Smith, Kelleher, Greenwald, and Boninger (2014)
provided extensive education sessions using CPG (with no mention of any extensive repetitionbased training) in an inpatient rehabilitation facility and found improved cadence (push counts per
time) at discharge and 6 months post-intervention, but not after 1 year. No improvement in force
efficiency (the force forward divided by total exerted force) was found.
In this study, we piloted a repetition-based training program overground over a 3-week
period, with two 1-hour sessions per week. This study was based on Morgan and colleagues’
repetition-based wheelchair propulsion training program in which the training sessions consisted
of nine 90-minute sessions of wheelchair propulsion training on the Wheelmill System and
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wheelchair skills training (Morgan et al., 2017). This study was a parallel randomized controlled
trial (RCT) with two groups: a training group (TG) and an education group (EG). The purpose of
this study was to (1) explore the efficacy and changes related to the primary outcome of wheelchair
propulsion kinematics by comparing an education-only group to a group that received both
education and practiced repetition, and (2) estimate the feasibility and acceptability of the
intervention. The objective was to gain information to further inform wheelchair propulsion
training in clinical settings.
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2.3 Methods
2.3.1 Participants

Enrollment
Screened for Eligibility = 34

Consent/Completed T1 = 20

Intervention = 18
TG = 9, EG = 9

Excluded = 14
• Propel CPG-recommended propulsions (n = 5)
• Bilateral inequality (n = 1)
• Endurance issue (n = 1)
• Unable to contact (n = 4)
• No longer interested (n = 2)
• Wheelchair does not fit (n = 1)

Excluded after T1 = 2
• Unrelated medical complications (n = 1)
• Unable to contact (n = 1)

Excluded after intervention finished = 1
• Passed away (n = 1)

Completed T2 = 17

Excluded after T2 = 0

Completed T3 = 17

Consent Rate = 69%
Measurement completion rate at T2 = 85%
Measurement completion rate at T3 = 100%

Figure 2.1 Enrollment Flow Chart
The protocol was approved by the Human Research Protection Office at the Washington
University School of Medicine (IRB#201711056). The research was also registered with
clinicaltrials.gov (NCT04009187). All participants were primary MWC users who propelled with
their upper limbs only and demonstrated the ability to bilaterally self-propel. Inclusion criteria
indicated that participants must: be between 18–65 years of age, understand spoken English at a
sixth-grade level or higher, and have the ability to propel their wheelchair independently for 10
meters. Participants completed an initial seating evaluation and brief cognitive test using the
“medication management” portion of the Executive Function Performance Test (EFPT). The EFPT
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has been validated as a test to measure complex cognitive function with the population of people
with traumatic brain injury (TBI; Baum et al., 2017). We used the EFPT to assess participants’
cognitive function, specifically, how one can perform sequences of tasks in the correct order.
Thirty-four participants expressed interest in the study (Figure 2.1). Twenty participants
completed the consent and first assessment (T1). Eighteen participants completed the intervention.
Seventeen participants completed the second assessment (T2), and the same 17 participants
finished the third assessment (T3). The 17 participants were enrolled into two groups: TG or EG.
Both groups received an educational session, which included CPG-based wheelchair propulsion
techniques. The TG also received repetition-based wheelchair propulsion training, with the goal
of reaching 5400 total propulsion repetitions over the 3-week intervention period.
The Wheelchair Propulsion Test (WPT) and the 6-minute push test were used to determine
whether participants were already following the propulsion pattern suggested by the CPG (Askari
et al., 2013; Gagnon et al., 2016). Participants whose propulsion patterns already followed the
CPG were excluded from the study.
Participants were randomized into the TG or the EG using dynamic adaptive
randomization. Group balance was maintained with the following priorities: (1) type of injury (SCI
or non-SCI), (2) level of function (with or without full upper limb function), (3) duration of injury
or disability (less than 2 years or 2 or more years), (4) age (less than 40 years or 40 or more years
of age), and (5) gender (male or female). A customized algorithm allocated each participant
according to the priorities above based on the participant’s attributes.
Two participants propelled using non-CPG-recommended propulsion patterns during the
screening phase but later performed intermittent CPG-recommended propulsions in the first
assessment. We included them in the study because they performed CPG-recommended
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propulsions only intermittently. One of these participants was allocated into the TG and the other
into the EG.

2.3.2 Equipment
Video Motion Capture System (VMC). Kinematic data were collected using a 3D
infrared VMC system (VICON, Centennial, CO). A 14-Vero camera system surrounds the lab
space (10 meters by 5 meters). Reflective markers were attached to the participant’s upper body
and wheelchair to create a body model using Nexus software (VICON, Centennial, CO). VMC
recorded motion as the participant propelled through the camera recording space.
Video Camera. Researchers wore a body strap–mounted GoPro Session camera (GoPro,
San Mateo, CA) to record participants’ wheelchair propulsions during the outdoor session and
during intervention sessions.
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2.3.3 Procedures
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3nd assessment: 3-week retention (T3)
2 Assessment: Post-Intervention (T2)

with a serial subtraction task (n = 11; Yang, He, & Pang, 2016). Once all testing was done,
participants were fitted with reflective markers while they completed surveys and then performed
wheelchair propulsion in front of the VMC system. Participants performed six trials of 10-meter
overground wheelchair propulsions. All six trials were performed within the motion capture space
and at a self-selected natural speed.
An outdoor propulsion test was conducted in the parking lot adjacent to the laboratory.
Participants were asked to propel their wheelchairs around the parking lot, which required
maneuvering over various terrains including inclines (5° and 10°) and declines (5° and 10°), a
paved road, and small potholes. The total length of the outdoor trial was approximately 200 meters.
Second assessments were scheduled immediately following intervention for the TG or 3
weeks after the initial assessment for the EG. The battery of second assessments was identical to
that of the first assessment, except the second assessment did not include the demographic
measurements. An additional intervention survey was given to the participants during the second
assessment. The third assessment was scheduled 3 weeks after the second assessment. The
procedures of the third assessment were identical to those of the second assessment except for the
qualitative survey.
Intervention Phase. Both groups received a 30-minute education session regarding the
CPG. This education session followed modified instructions provided by Rice and colleagues
(2014). Following the education session, the EG did not receive any further training or education
for the next 3 weeks. The TG received an additional six training sessions for 3 weeks (two sessions
per week). The TG practiced wheelchair propulsion training with 1000 repetitions of training per
session, with the goal of reaching 5400 total repetitions by the end of the intervention. Video
recording was performed for three out of six training sessions to confirm the number of propulsions
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and percentage of each type of propulsion performed. A trained staff member then reviewed the
video recordings to count the number and identify the type of propulsions.
Training Group Details. The wheelchair propulsion training program was based on
previous literature, as well as previous pilot work conducted in our lab (de Groot et al., 2008;
Morgan et al., 2017; Rice et al., 2013). The training utilized Motor Learning Theory combined
with the best available evidence regarding training (Dallmeijer, van der Woude, Hollander, & van
As, 1999a; Lang et al., 2009). The CPG recommend minimizing the force and frequency of pushes
while using long strokes during propulsion (PVACfSCM, 2005). The semicircular propulsion
pattern is preferred. Each training session included massed practice with repetitions overground.
The two primary components of semicircular propulsion are (1) long push strokes, and (2)
dropping the hands toward the axle after each push. These variables were presented to participants
at different times to avoid confusion (Sherwood & Lee, 2003). Three types of training sets were
used: (1) Propulsion Set A focused on using longer push strokes, (2) Propulsion Set B focused on
dropping the hand down toward the axle, and (3) Propulsion Set C practiced integration of the
movements learned in Propulsion Sets A and B. The limited focus of each propulsion set increased
learning by utilizing the motor learning concept of limiting presented variables. Propulsion Sets A
and B were permutated throughout the training program. Propulsion Set C was added after the
third training visit. The training sets were counter-balanced so that the number of Propulsion Sets
A and B were equal to the number of Propulsion Set C. Breaking the training into components was
intended to help participants who learned the movements more slowly. However, all participants
were encouraged to practice whatever they had learned. Therefore, participants could practice
Propulsion Set C even if the trial focused on A or B.
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Coaching Style. Participants were coached throughout each training session and were
provided with cueing on the movements. Five types of cueing were used in the following order:
(1) indirect verbal cue, (2) direct verbal cue, (3) gesture (visual movement demonstration) cue, and
(4) tactile (contact movement demonstration) cue. More cueing was provided at the beginning of
the training, and as the sessions progressed, the number of cues decreased (Goodwin, Eckerson, &
Voll, 2001). Our previous experience suggested that different teaching approaches are needed
because of the variability of personal learning styles (Morgan et al., 2017); therefore, verbal,
visual, and proprioceptive cuing were used. Verbal cues included, for example, telling the
participant to drop the hand toward the axle, while visual cues consisted of using mirrors to
demonstrate body movements. An example of a proprioceptive cue is physically moving a
participant’s arm to demonstrate the correct motion. The order of cueing was verbal cueing,
followed by visual cueing, then proprioceptive cueing. The trainers also counted the number of
propulsions performed following the instructions in a given session.
Participants were asked to practice the propulsions during the first three sessions while
looping a fixed 12-meter route. Starting with the fourth session, participants began practicing the
propulsion pattern in a combination of routes throughout the hallways of the entire building. The
approximate length of each route was 200 meters, with many obstacles and turns. After the fifth
session, participants were asked to perform three different speeds: regular, faster than normal, and
slower than normal. The speed and route variations were based in motor learning principles, with
the purpose of helping participants familiarize themselves with maneuvering in different scenarios.

2.3.4 Primary and Secondary Outcome Measures
To prevent upper limb pain and injury, researchers suggest decreasing push frequency.
Propelling with semicircular propulsion patterns can achieve that (Boninger et al., 2005; Boninger
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et al., 2002; PVACfSCM, 2005; Robertson et al., 1996). The important components of these
propulsion patterns are increasing the time the hand is on the pushrim and ensuring that the hand
drops below the pushrim toward the axle when the hand is not on the pushrim. By performing
these two components, daily manual wheelchair propulsion is more effective, and the propulsion
pattern will follow CPG. Therefore, in this study, the primary outcomes in this research is push
effectiveness. Secondary outcomes are push cadence, push angle, minimal hand–axle distance,
and percentage of outdoor CPG-recommended propulsions. All outcomes were assessed at T1,
T2, and T3.
Push Effectiveness. Push effectiveness was calculated by meters traveled divided by the
number of propulsions. Participants were asked to propel on a 10-meter line at their normal push
speed. We ran three trials for each participant and took the average. Push Effectiveness is a better
outcome than push cadence because in cadence is easily affected by speed when distance is fixed.
Push Cadence. Push cadence was calculated by the number of propulsions divided by time
in seconds. Participants were asked to propel on a 10-meter line at their normal push speed. We
ran three trials for each participant and took the average.
Push Angle. Push angle is the angle, in degrees, between the points at which the hand
contacts and leaves the handrim (Boninger et al., 1997; Morgan et al., 2017). Using VMC, these
points were marked manually, and the push angle was calculated using the following formula:
%⃗∙3
%⃗
1

𝜃 (𝑢
%⃗, 𝑣⃗) = 𝑐𝑜𝑠 ./ 0‖1%⃗‖‖3%⃗‖5 where 𝜃 = 𝑝𝑢𝑠ℎ 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒,
𝑢
%⃗ = 𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 − 𝑎𝑥𝑙𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 and
𝑣⃗ = 𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 − 𝑎𝑥𝑙𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡.
Minimum Hand–Axle Distance. Hand–axle distance was measured with VMC during the
recovery phase and is defined as the distance of the third metacarpal from the axle at the closest
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point (Morgan et al., 2017). The minimum hand–axle distance was calculated by
𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 D𝑑⃗D where %⃗
d is the vector of markers from the wheel axle and third
metacarpal of the same side.
Percentage of Outdoor CPG-Recommended Propulsions. For each assessment, the
percentage of CPG-recommended propulsions was calculated from the counts of CPGrecommended propulsions divided by the total propulsion counts during the outdoor propulsion
session. All video recorded during the training and testing sessions was viewed by a trained
researcher to determine the type of propulsion pattern.

2.3.5 Tertiary Outcome Measures
Training program feasibility measures and acceptability measures tested the acceptability
and feasibility of the wheelchair propulsion training program. Additional cognitive measures were
used to ensure that ability in dual tasks—propelling wheelchair and perform instructed tasks—was
not significantly different between the TG and the EG. Wheelchair seating, maximum stationary
push angle, and minimum hand–axle distance was measured at T1.
Training Program Feasibility Measures. Feasibility of the training was measured by two
types of propulsion count: (1) video recording analysis of the percentage of each propulsion
pattern, and (2) trainers’ counts of instructed propulsions following initial instructions and
subsequent instructed cues. Percentage of each propulsion patterns were analyzed with three
video recordings of the training sessions. Recordings were selected from either of the first two
training sessions (i.e., early sessions), the third or fourth training session (i.e., middle), and the
fifth or sixth session (i.e., late). The video coder would code the first, third and sixth sessions. If
any of these videos were missing, then the coder would code the other video in the early, middle,
or late category. Counts of instructed propulsion measures the number of propulsions that the
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trainer considered as following his or her instructions during the training sessions. Ideally, these
instructed propulsions would surpass the 5400 repetitions that previous studies accomplished in
the training sessions.
Training Program Acceptability Measures. Acceptability was measured via
acceptability questionnaires. At the second assessment, TG participants filled out a 14-item, fivepoint Likert scale (i.e., 5, “Completely Agree” to 1, “Completely Disagree”) survey. The 14 items
asked participants whether they felt they had learned anything and whether they thought the
program was useful. The survey also included open-ended questions such as, “How was your
training experience? Was there anything we did well or areas that we could improve on?” “Was
there anything that helped you to make improvements in your training sessions?” and “Did you
find any of the training methods useful? Which section of the training did you like the most?” Both
TG and EG participants answered open-ended questions regarding the video and educational
material we provided. Examples of these questions include, “Do you find the educational material
helpful? What do you want to know more about?”
Additional Cognitive Measure: EFPT medicine management and Serial Subtraction
Task. During the screening, the EFPT “medicine management” items were used to assess whether
participants can perform sequences of tasks in the correct order. Participants were asked “to
pretend [they] have a prescription in the box. Find [their] prescription and do what the instructions
tell [them] to do. The pills in all of the bottles are safe – they are sugar-free candy” (Baum et al.,
2017). The box contains numerous items and pill bottles with their names on. The assessor would
code their performance based on whether they can perform it independently, with verbal, gestural,
verbal direct, physical, or do it for them. The more guidance they need, the higher the score they
get.
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We also added a serial subtraction task. The serial subtraction task was used to assess
participants’ ability to perform dual tasks. Participants were instructed to propel their MWC as
they’d been doing, but this time, the assessors will say a number at the beginning. The participant
was instructed to subtract 3 from the number, continuing to subtract 3 from the answer until they
reached the finish line. They were also told to “work as quickly as possible and try not to make a
mistake.” The assessor said “ready, set” followed by the number, which was randomly chosen and
ranged from 90–100. Participants began pushing their wheelchair and shouted the answer until
they reached the 10-meter line. Only 13 out of 17 participants received the serial subtraction task
because we added this task partway. The correct response rate (i.e., the number of correct answers
divided by the duration in seconds) was calculated.
Seating Measures. Seat height and axle position were measured to ensure that there were
no significant differences between groups. Wheelchair seat height is the vertical distance between
the rear end of the seat pan and the ground. Wheelchair axle position is the horizontal distance
between the rear end of the seat and the axle.
Stationary Measures. Maximum range of motion was measured at a stationary position
to explore potential improvements in two components of propulsion: push angle and hand–axle
distance. The instruction to measure maximum push angle was two steps: With full hand grip, (1)
participants held the wheel or handrim as far back as they comfortably could, and (2) participants
held the wheel or handrim as far forward as they comfortably could. To measure the stationary
minimum hand–axle distance, participants were instructed to drop their hands toward the axle as
much as possible.
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2.3.6 Data Preprocessing
Video Motion Capture preprocessing. A modified plug-in gait was used to create a
participant-level model. Rigid body and pattern gap fill algorithms were used. The Butterworth
fourth-order zero lag low-pass filter at 10 Hz was used. The beginning and end of hand contact
with the wheel were marked manually. Because a reference camera was placed at only one side of
the room during the assessment, participants were asked to perform the 10-meter push test in both
directions (three trials each). Raw data were then processed using a custom R script to extract two
variables: hand–axle relationship and push angle. The average push angle and minimum hand–
axle distance were calculated from both the left and right sides.
Video Recording Analysis. Intra-rater reliability was conducted to ensure that the labels
could be replicated. Trained staff used the following ethogram to label every propulsion: (1) arc
type (no hand drop or reach back), (2) hand dropped below handrim but no reach back, (3) reached
back past axle but no hand drop, (4) somewhere in between full CPG and any of the first three
types, and (5) complete CPG-recommended pattern (hand dropped below handrim and reached
back past axle). These ethograms corresponded with the success of implementing the components
of what constitutes a CPG propulsion. We added an ethogram for an intermedium between a fully
learned CPG pattern and a pattern that does not meet every component of the CPG, because many
of the participants showed this type of pattern as the training progressed. Intra-rater reliability of
the coding was examined. Sessions were checked with inter-rater reliability over 3 subjects in 3
training sessions. Intra-rater reliability was checked over the 1/3 of the entire video records.
Coding intra-rater reliability less than 75% was recoded until reaching above 85%. An average of
85% accuracy was obtained.
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2.3.7 Data Analysis
All data analysis was performed with R version 3.3.0.44. REDCap was used to store the
data from this investigation. Demographic and wheelchair data were reported descriptively from
the baseline assessment. All demographic information was tested between groups with the
Wilcoxon rank sum test and Fisher’s exact test.
Changes in the minimum hand–axle distance, push angle, stroke frequency, and push
effectiveness were compared at T1, T2, and T3 with a 2 x 3 mixed-model analysis of variance
(ANOVA). The percentages of propulsion patterns and frequencies during the outdoor sessions
were compared with 2 x 3 mixed-model ANOVA. Level of injury and seating dimension are
potential covariates when comparing the effects of wheelchair training. Linear regression was used
to determine whether the amount of instructed propulsion in the training predicted the effect in
motion capture. A post hoc Bonferroni correction was used for t-tests to control for the familywise
error rate for making multiple comparisons.
Proportional data do not fulfill the assumption of ANOVA. Therefore, to properly interpret
the percentage data, we used mixed effect logistic regression (Dixon, 2008) to determine any
improvement due to training and across assessments. We also ran a generalized mixed effects
logistic regression to determine whether the percentage of increase could be predicted by the
amount of CPG practice that occurred in the training.
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2.4 Results
2.4.1 Demographic Comparisons
Table 2.1 Participant demographics

Age

EG (n = 9)

TG (n = 8)

40.3± 12.4

47.53 ± 8.49

Significance
Test
p = .20
p = .58

Sex

Male/ Female

6/3

7/1

Injury/Disability

Spinal cord injury

5

5

Multiple sclerosis

2

2

Cerebral palsy

0

1

Other neuropathology

2

0

>4 years college (graduate)

2

4

<4 years college

2

2

High school graduate or GED

1

2

Grades 1–11

3

0

8.91±10.68

16.47±14.07

p = .11

Seat height (mm)

41.61±3.14

40.25±3.11

p = .28

Axle position (mm)

7.94±3.44

7.76±1.96

p = .74

Min. hand–axle distance
(mm)
Max push angle (degree)

8.06±4.61

8.11±2.46

p = .53

93.67±17.68

95.25±14.95

p = .74

Education

Years of injury/ disability
Seating measures
Stationary measures

p = .55

p = .4

NOTE.: Age, years of injury, wheelchair setup, and stationary measures are reported as mean ± SD. We obtained
stationary measures by asking participants to move their wheelchair forward and backward to its max without letting go
of the handrim.

No significant demographic differences were found between the two groups (Tables 2.1).
Furthermore, we examined education level, wheelchair setup, shoulder isometric torque, and
income levels between groups and found no statistically significant differences.

2.4.2 Study Feasibility
The overall consent rate was 69%. Among potential participants, five individuals were
excluded at screening because they already used CPG-based propulsion patterns. Eight participants
who completed the screening demonstrated some knowledge of what a CPG-recommended
propulsion was and how to perform it. However, based on their performance on the WPT and 643

minute propulsion test, they did not demonstrate that knowledge when pushing their wheelchairs.
These eight participants were equally distributed into the EG and TG. Eighty-five percent of all
screened participants did not practice the CPG-suggested propulsions.

2.4.3 Primary and Secondary Outcome
Table 2.2 show the summary descriptive statistics of the 1 primary outcome and 3 secondary
outcomes.
Table 2.2 Descriptive statistics
Training Group (n = 8)
Assessments
Cadence

Education Group ( n = 9)

T1
0.93±0.04

T2
0.76±0.06

T3
0.76±0.05

T1
0.81±0.04

T2
0.69±0.03

T3
0.78±0.04

Effectiveness*

1.12±0.05

1.54±0.10

1.45±0.07

1.06±0.09

1.14±0.08

1.10±0.09

PA

75.9±2.6

85.9±2.9

85.5±3.1

67.7±5.0

71.8±4.6

67.7±6.4

MHAD*
242.2±11.4
153.2±11.8 144.7±7.7 260.0±7.6 219.7±16.7
219.1±15.5
Note: All measures reported as mean ± SE. Average push angle and minimum hand–axle distance across
the three assessments. PA = push angle in degrees, MHAD = minimum hand–axle distance in millimeters,
cadence = pushes/second, effectiveness = meters/push, SE = standard error. * Significant results found.

Push Effectiveness. Push Effectiveness is the primary outcome. Significant
improvements were found in the TG compared to the EG (F(2,30) = 5.019, p = .013, 𝜔N = 0.034).
Paired t-tests with Bonferroni correction revealed that the TG significantly improved in the third
assessment compared to the first assessment (t(7) = -3.16, p = .03, Cohen’s d = -0.96) and had a
trending improvement in the second assessment compared to the first assessment (t(7) = -2.71 p =
.06, Cohen’s d = -1.12).
Push Cadence. No significant improvements were found in the TG over the EG (ps >
.225). Both groups significantly improved across assessments (F(2,30) = 5.84, p < .01).
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Push angle. No significant improvements were found (ps > .066). Compared with each
participant’s maximum push angle in a stationary position, we found that many of the participants
reached 80%–90% of their potential push angle.
Minimum Hand–Axle Distance. Significant improvements were found in the TG in
contrast with the EG (F(2,30) = 3.41, p = .046, 𝜔N = 0.027). Paired t-tests with Bonferroni
correction revealed significant TG improvements in the second assessment (t(7) = 5.30 p < .01,
Cohen’s d = 1.87) and third assessment (t(7) = 5.29, p < .01, Cohen’s d = 1.87).
Percentage of Outdoor CPG-Recommended Propulsions. Two participants from the EG
were excluded from the analysis of outdoor propulsion because weather conditions did not permit
for this component of the study to take place. A logistic mixed effect regression revealed a
significant improvement in the likelihood of propelling CPG-commended propulsions for the TG
over the EG (𝜒 N (2, N =15) = 21.51, p < .01). The likelihood of performing CPG-recommended
propulsions outdoors was significantly predicted by the amount of training practiced (Bayesian
information criterion [BIC] = 457.94, 𝛽 = 31.3, 𝜒 N (1, N = 15) = 17.78, p < .01).

2.4.4 Tertiary Outcome
Additional Cognitive Measures. We found no significant differences in correct response
rates between groups in the serial subtraction task. Significant differences in EFPT “medication
management” scores were found. The mean EFPT medicine management score for TG is 1.5 (SD
= 0.75), and the mean score for EG is 0.4 (SD = 0.72). Further examination found that no
participants had severe deficits that would affect their ability to perform the sequencing tasks. The
differences are between whether participants needed an indirect guidance or complete the tasks
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independently. Certain participants needed more verbal indirect cues in their ability to execute the
steps in the appropriate order.
Training Program Feasibility. Four out of eight participants reached the hypothesized
5400 instructed propulsions (Table 2.3). Morgan and colleagues found that 600 repetitions per 90minute session is feasible on the WMS (Morgan et al., 2017). We found that most of our
participants were able to achieve 600 overground repetitions in each 60-minute session. A closer
examination of the video recordings from early, middle, and late training sessions revealed that
Table 2.3 Total instructed propulsion counts by the trainers
TRAINING
SESSIONS
PARTICIPANT
NUMBER
TG1

1

2

3

4

5

6

Total

1410

1364

1590

1534

1581

1556

9035

TG2

1059

1364

1382

1712

1477

1803

8797

TG3

1323

1176

1273

1927

1766

1810

9275

* TG4

839

705

663

654

685

541

4087

* TG5

410

348

451

357

379

350

2295

TG6

978

1052

1087

1166

1373

1404

7060

* TG7

747

834

1032

824

863

832

5132

* TG8

496

538

640

643

801

804

3922

Note: Trainers were instructed to count how many instructed propulsions participants
performed. For example, in a trial where the training was focused on propulsion set
A, the trainers only counted when participants demonstrated a long-stroke propulsion
pattern. *Total propulsion counts lower than 5400.

most of the lower-repetition participants pushed at a slower speed or lower cadence. In the early
stage of training, participants were not asked to propel using full CPG-recommended propulsions.
However, many participants were already practicing CPG-recommended propulsions (i.e.,
Propulsion Set C) even though they were only asked to focus on one of the two components (i.e.,
Propulsion Set A or B) of propulsion. We also noticed a “transition” state of the propulsion pattern
(Figure 2.3.b). This transition pattern demonstrated partial fulfillment the hand-dropping
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component of the CPG-recommendations; however, it did not conform to the recommended
semicircular propulsion pattern. Figure 2.3 demonstrates

(a)

CPG-recommended propulsions (Figure 2.3.a) and one
type of transition propulsion pattern that we observed
under the VMC. High variations of the type of
propulsions were observed during the training sessions.

(b)

Across the training sessions, the highest percentage of
CPG-recommended

propulsions

achieved

among

participants was 95.6%, performed by Participant TG2
in the third training session. The lowest percentage of
CPG-recommended propulsions was 0.6%, performed
by Participant TG6 at session 1 (Figure 2.4 & Table 2.4).
Overall, we concluded that the six-session propulsion
training program was feasible for participants to propel

Figure 2.3 CPG-recommended vs.
transition propulsion pattern example
(a) CPG-recommended propulsion. (b)
Transition propulsion. Yellow line =
recovery phase. Black line = push
phase. Coordinate (0,0) marked the
axle location.

Table 2.4 Total CPG recommended and “transition” propulsions per sessions
Session
Early
Middle
Late
Participants CPG Transition
CPG
Transition CPG Transition
TG1 917
165
1096
156
1536
78
TG2 941
0
1512
0
2051
0
TG3 1267
63
1148
57
1858
222
* TG4 262
410
447
133
83
398
* TG5
9
128
171
133
22
54
TG6
8
0
623
0
819
0
TG7 529
0
647
0
658
0
TG8
32
0
156
0
199
0
Note: The total number of propulsions that participants performed for each session
*Participants who never achieved more than 1000 pushes per session.
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5400 repetitions of instructed propulsions. Propulsion patterns were highly varied among
individuals, and precaution was needed to ensure the fidelity of the training program.
Due to the large number of propulsions that needed to be practiced, we examined shoulder
pain with the Wheelchair User Shoulder Pain Index (WUSPI; Curtis et al., 1995). No significant
differences were found across the three assessments or between groups (ps > .69).

Figure 2.4 Training session propulsion type distribution
The ethogram used includes: (1) Arc: arc type with no hand drop or reach back, (2) Dropped
hand: hand dropped below handrim but no reach back, (3) Reached Back: reached back past
axle but no hand drop, (4) Transition: somewhere in between full CPG and any of the first
three types, and (5) CPG: complete CPG pattern. “Unclear” refers to the percentage of
propulsions in which coders could not clearly see or propulsions that involved non-wheelchair
related behavior within a push.

Acceptability of the Training Program. All participants who went through the training
program responded that they felt safe and that they had learned something useful, and 87.5% of
participants found that pushing their wheelchair was easier and that they had learned the benefits
of pushing a wheelchair efficiently (i.e., using the CPG-recommended propulsions) after training
(Table 2.5). Interestingly, only 75% of participants said that they learned better ways to push and
maneuver their wheelchairs. Two out of eight participants indicated that they learned the
propulsion patterns in inpatient rehabilitation, but they did not practice them during our screening.
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One participant indicated that the practice was not helpful. In terms of the trainers and the
environment, 87.5% of participants indicated that the trainer was knowledgeable and that they had
enough space and time to practice the propulsions.
Table 2.5 Acceptability of the wheelchair propulsion intervention
Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Mean± SD

I learned useful information about how to
push my wheelchair
I felt safe

0

0

100

4.75±0.46

0

0

100

4.75±0.46

I learned the benefits of pushing a
wheelchair efficiently
I found pushing wheelchair is easier

0

12.5

87.5

4.63±0.74

12.5

0

87.5

4.25±1.04

0

12.5

87.5

4.63±0.74

0

12.5

87.5

4.63±0.74

12.5

12.5

75

4.25±1.49

0

25

75

3.75±0.46

0

25

75

4.25±0.89

25

0

75

3.75±1.49

75

0

25

1.88±1.36

**I don't think the practice is helpful

87.5

0

12.5

1.38±1.06

**I learned nothing from the training

87.5

12.5

0

1.38±0.74

Item

I had enough time to practice pushing my
wheelchair
The trainers were knowledgeable about
wheelchair propulsion
I learned better ways to push my wheelchair
I felt much better at maneuvering my
wheelchair
I had enough space to practice wheelchair
propulsion
I wish I was taught this in inpatient
rehabilitation
**I learned this in inpatient rehabilitation

**I wish the trainers were more
75
25
0
1.50±0.93
professional
Note: Disagree, Neutral, and Agree columns are measured in percentage (%). Mean and
SD indicate the average score and standard deviation of a 1–5 Likert scale where 1 is
“completely disagree” and 5 is “completely agree.”
**Negative items.

Most of the participants rated the training as “fine” or “good.” One of the participants felt
that “the first few training sessions were boring because the loop was small and felt too repetitive,”
and added that he liked the training sessions that “utilized more of the facility; [he] was able to
move at different speeds along a longer path and practice more of what [he] was being trained to
do.” One participant suggested to increase the variety of the practice routes, so it doesn’t feel as
repetitive. Another participant responded that “the training was good. There are certain [range of
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motion (ROM) activities] such as reaching back that are not possible. The trainer may need to
consider each person’s limitations and functional ROM or document the differences on the ROM.”
When asked what helped participants in the training, one participant responded, “The
repetition really helped reinforce the training skills that were being developed (dropping hands,
long strokes, circular motions).” He indicated that he “would catch [himself] consciously
correcting how [he] pushed at work and at home.” Others responded that, “being reminded or told
that I’m doing the correct method,” and that “the clicker [which the trainers used to count the
number of pushes] probably helped.”
For the educational materials, most of the participants found the provided material useful.
Three participants indicated that they already knew most of the material or they did not find it
useful.

2.5 Discussion
This study examined the efficacy and feasibility of a wheelchair propulsion training
program based on the CPG. Training results suggest that the training program is feasible and
acceptable to most of the participants. Significant improvements in the TG in contrast to the EG
were found in push effectiveness which is our primary outcome. Minimum hand–axle distances
were found to have significant changes. Furthermore, significant improvements in the likelihood
of CPG-recommended propulsion outdoors were found in the TG contrast to the EG. The number
of repetitions predicted the likelihood of CPG-recommended propulsion outdoors. These results
provide evidence toward the efficacy of the repetition-based wheelchair propulsion training
program.
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Feasibility. This is, to our knowledge, the first study to closely examine a wheelchair
propulsion training program with video recording. In this study, we closely examined three out of
the six training sessions by video recording, which allowed us to investigate how the training
affected the trajectory of improved propulsion. In the first three sessions, the trainer focused on
achieving the components of CPG-recommended wheelchair propulsion, that is, reaching as far
back behind the axle as possible and dropping the hands down toward the axle. Six out of eight
participants were able to achieve this goal. Four participants were able to begin practicing CPG
propulsions on the first day of the training. At the fourth and fifth training sessions, participants
were asked to start practicing CPG propulsions with varying routes and varying speeds. This
explains the slight drop in CPG propulsion percentage toward the end of the training sessions, as
participants needed to adapt to maneuvering through different obstacles at different speeds.
Most of the participants had no problems with the training program. They all felt that the
training program had changed their propulsion patterns and that they learned better and more
efficient propulsions from the program. Two of the participants did not think the program was
helpful. This was because they fundamentally disagree about the value of the CPG propulsions.
They stated that they did not believe that the CPG recommendations applied to them. Their total
propulsion numbers were affected. They also showed a propulsion pattern that was not
documented by any previous literature. This transition propulsion pattern consisted of a long
contact phase and a very low cadence. When they were instructed to drop their hands, they would
drop their hands toward the axle but return back to the front of the wheel and continue with the arc
type. The behavior looked like a conflict between the newly learned skill and the old habit of
pushing in an arc propulsion pattern. We labeled these half-corrected patterns as a “transition”
pattern in our video observations. Given that wheelchair propulsions are continuous movements,
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categorizing propulsions may include a gray area. Hence, other types of propulsions that were in
between non-CPG propulsions and propulsions that fully meet the CPG were also labeled as
transition patterns.
Four of eight participants reached 5400 repetitions, and two participants were close to 5400
repetitions, while two participants, those who disagreed with the CPG recommendations, reached
fewer than 4000 propulsions. Therefore, we conclude that the current training goal of 5400
repetitions is feasible to be implemented for the majority of participants.
Acceptability. Most of the participants considered the program to be effective and
informative. They agreed that propulsion had become easier and that they learned a better way to
push their wheelchairs. They indicated that they became aware of how they push and had caught
themselves not following CPG-based propulsion in their daily activities. Although two of the
participants disagreed with the CPG recommendations, they encouraged us to continue with this
line of research and still thought that wheelchair propulsion training was acceptable.
Primary Outcome: Effectiveness. We found significant improvements in push
effectiveness for the TG in contrast with EG. This result is similar to Koontz and colleagues’
finding that, on a linoleum surface, the semicircular pattern and the DL pattern—an extra
forward loop deviant from the semicircular pattern—show significantly better effectiveness than
the arc pattern and the SL pattern—an extra forward loop deviant from the arc pattern (Koontz et
al., 2009).
Push Cadence. We found no significant differences in push cadence. This is different
from previous studies that showed improvements in cadence after training with multimedia
feedback or within an inpatient facility (Rice et al., 2013; Rice et al., 2014). However, the effect
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was non-significant when controlled for speed. And other research did not provide speed. Given
the fact that cadence can be affected by speed, it is unknown the associations between the
cadence and the speed.
Propulsion Angles. Unlike previous research regarding changes in push angle after
training, our experiment did not find any effects. There are several possible reasons for this.
First, most of our participants were experienced wheelchair users who already practiced long
strokes but did not drop their hands to propel in a semicircular pattern. At baseline, the average
propulsion angle (i.e., contact angle) was 75.99°. This is comparable to a previous finding (n =
9), which showed an average push angle of 77.89° as a result of wheelchair propulsion
interventions (DeGroot, Hollingsworth, Morgan, Morris, & Gray, 2009). Rice and colleagues
(2014) conducted a wheelchair propulsion intervention RCT study (n = 49) in inpatient
rehabilitation and found improvement from 50.12° (SD = 24) to 65.40° (SD = 22.99). Morgan
and colleagues (2017) found improvements from 76.1° (SD = 8) to 85.6° (SD = 11.2). Therefore,
it is very likely that no changes were found in push angle in our study because most of our
participants were already using long strokes. Second, our training cues focused on whether
participants propelled their wheelchairs by passing their hands behind the axle, which is used as
an indicator of CPG propulsions in the WPT. We did not constantly emphasize reaching as far
back as possible, nor was there a reliable way to judge whether one was reaching as far back as
possible during training.
Hand–Axle Distance. We found significant improvements in minimum hand–axle
distance for the training group contrast with the education group. The hand–axle distance was
used to quantify the hand dropping and forming a semicircular propulsion pattern. Similar results
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were obtained by Morgan and colleagues after intensive training sessions on a motorized roller
system (Morgan et al., 2017).
Outdoor Propulsions. To examine the transfer effect from training in a semi-controlled
environment to an environment that is closer to a real-world context, we asked participants to
push their wheelchairs in a parking lot. This course was approximately 200 meters of paved road
and consisted of uphill slopes, downhill slopes, potholes, and uneven surfaces. To our
knowledge, this is the first study that looked at the effects of wheelchair propulsion training in an
outdoor environment. Furthermore, we believe that the propulsion patterns we observed in this
trial were much closer to how participants will utilize their learned CPG-recommended
propulsions in real-world scenarios. Koontz and colleagues (2009) examined how participants
propel wheelchairs in a more natural indoor environment. They found that participants used arc
and SL patterns more frequently than semicircular or DL patterns. This finding is similar to those
for the EG of our study, in which most of the participants had a greater likelihood of propelling
with non-CPG-recommended propulsions. For the TG, we found a higher likelihood of CPG
propulsions outdoors than in the EG.
Limitations. First, this was a pilot study with a small sample size. Second, most of our
participants were experienced wheelchair users. Experienced wheelchair users may take longer
to change their propulsion habits. Third, there may be a risk of sampling bias, as we utilized
convenience sampling from a local wellness center and referrals. This may affect the motivation
and acceptability of the training program. Fourth, only four out of eight participants completed
the 5400 repetitions in the training program. Although this 5400-repetition threshold was an
estimate and the actual amount of repetition needed to ensure the success of motor learning may
vary depending on the individual, our results show a statistically significant result in teaching
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CPG-recommended propulsions and the transfer of these skills outdoors based on the number of
repetitions completed. Fifth, we did not use a full cognitive battery of tests for this study,
although we did use the EFPT “medication management” measurement and a serial subtraction
task to glimpse the ability to perform sequencing tasks and the ability to complete dual tasks.
There may be issues with an uneven distribution of cognitive capacities between the EG and the
TG. However, TG has more task sequencing issues than EG, and therefore, if the cognition
affects our current results, the result benefits EG more. We also observed that those with lower
instructed propulsion counts in the training program also needed more cues in the execution of
the task sequences in the EFPT medicine management. However, we have a small sample size
and cannot make conclusion with this information.
Another limitation was due to the Hawthorne effect. We observed numerous instances of
participants pushing with non-CPG-recommended propulsions when they were not being observed
in the research setting, even though they used the CPG-recommended patterns in testing. This
limitation was partially resolved by our use of outdoor propulsion sessions, in which participants
were often distracted by having to maneuver around obstacles. We also observed distractor effects
in the late sessions of the training program, during which participants needed to maneuver in an
indoor environment with many obstacles. Additionally, the proportion of CPG propulsions
dropped in the late sessions across all participants. Future studies could resolve this problem by
developing wearable devices to collect information on the type of propulsions MWC users perform
in their daily lives (Chen & Morgan, 2018).

2.6 Conclusion
In this study, we examined the effects of a pilot wheelchair propulsion training program.
We utilized the RCT design and found significant improvement in the training group in hand55

dropping movements and the effectiveness of propulsions. We also found a greater likelihood of
pushing using CPG-recommended propulsions for the training group, and that the amount of
instructed training predicts the likelihood of propelling according to the CPG in an outdoor
environment. Most participants accepted the current training design, and we found that it is feasible
to push close to 5400 propulsions within six 1-hour sessions. These results encourage us to
continue this research in examine the dosage of the intervention. Furthermore, the overground, 3week, 2-hour per week training program may be feasible to implement in inpatient rehabilitation.
This may be the next step of our current study.
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Chapter 3:Aim 2: Detecting wheelchair
propulsion with support vector machine
using indoor and outdoor data from an
intervention

This chapter is in preparation to be submitted to Assistive Technology Journal: Chen,
Klaesner, Zwir, and Morgan (in-preparation). Detecting wheelchair propulsion with support
vector machine using indoor and outdoor data from an intervention.
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3.1 Abstract
Context: Discrepancies exist between laboratory-based examinations of propulsion and
wheelchair propulsion in the real world. Current trends in wearable technology and machine
learning (ML) allow for wheelchair propulsion monitoring in the real-world environment.
Objective: This study consisted of three phases of testing. In Phase 1, we replicated our previous
findings predicting overground propulsion using ML models trained by data collected on a roller
system (i.e., the WheelMill System [WMS]). In Phase 2, we tested wheelchair propulsions
outdoors with wheelchair propulsion data collected indoors. In Phase 3, we tested the leave-oneout method with generalized models for indoor predictions and outdoor predictions.
Participants: Ten primary manual wheelchair users who participated in the wheelchair
propulsion interventions and had observable changes in wheelchair propulsion patterns.
Outcome Measures: Two inertial measurement unit sensors were placed at each participant’s
left wrist and lateral epicondyle to capture acceleration and rotation data as participants propelled
their wheelchairs on a roller system, overground, and outdoors before and after a wheelchair
propulsion training intervention. Data Analysis: ML models were trained to classify propulsion
patterns as following clinical practice guideline (CPG) or not following CPG propulsions. Video
recordings were used for reference. Results: Results showed an F1 score of 0.83 for a linear
support vector machine (SVM) model trained on all WMS data and tested on overground
propulsion. We found an F1 score of 0.72 for a linear SVM model trained on all indoor data and
evaluated with the outdoor propulsion data. We found an F1 score of 0.8 for a generalized model
to predict the next person’s propulsion pattern indoors, 0.6 for predicting the next person’s
pattern outdoors, and 0.6 when using only indoor data to train the model to predict the next
person’s outdoor data. Conclusion: These results provide further evidence that subject58

dependent data is required to predict indoor propulsions and can achieve high predictions in
some outdoor propulsions.
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3.2 Introduction
Chronic overuse of manual wheelchairs (MWCs) has been theorized to contribute to
upper limb pain and injuries. Research using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and ultrasound
imaging have shown abnormalities in the upper extremities of MWC users after extensive
wheelchair propulsions (Brose et al., 2008; Impink et al., 2009; Mercer et al., 2006; van
Drongelen et al., 2007; Worobey et al., 2015). Researchers have developed Clinical Practice
Guidelines (CPG) to provide a way for therapists to properly train wheelchair users in how to use
their wheelchairs, including how to propel an MWC in a biomechanically efficient way
(Paralyzed Veterans of America Consortium for Spinal Cord Medicine [PVACfSCM], 2005).
Studies have shown that the most common wheelchair propulsion patterns can be
classified into four categories: arc, single loop over propulsion (SL), semicircle, and double loop
over propulsion (DL; Boninger et al., 2002). The CPG suggest the semicircular propulsion
pattern in particular because it has the lowest cadence (i.e., frequency of strokes per distance
traveled) when controlled for speed (PVACfSCM, 2005). The semicircular pattern also results in
the lowest impact on the wrist and has a longer push time, which has been found to be
biomechanically efficient. From this point on, we will refer to propulsion patterns that follow the
CPG recommendations as “CPG propulsions” and those that do not follow the CPG as “nonCPG” (NCPG) propulsions.
Although CPG propulsions are generally recommended, there are discrepancies between
how people perform in a controlled scenario (i.e., laboratory) and how people perform in the real
world. From our preliminary observations, participants often used CPG propulsion patterns in the
laboratory setting, but they changed their patterns when we met them in a hallway or outdoors.
There are several possible explanations for this discrepancy. First, participants in the laboratory
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are more aware of being observed and, therefore, alter their behavior; that is, what we observed
in the laboratory was influenced by the Hawthorne effect. Second, environmental factors
influence one’s wheelchair propulsion patterns. Mulroy and colleagues (2015) conducted a 3year longitudinal study and found that speed and travel distance did not significantly predict the
probability of upper limb pain. However, the type of wheelchair propulsion may have a
significant impact on chances of upper limb pain, speed and travel distance may not be enough to
explain the chances of upper limb pain. For example, Soneblum, Sprigle, and Lopez
(2012)tracked 28 participants for 278 days and found that average daily travel is 1.6 kilometers
over 54 minutes, broken up into 90 bouts of mobility. Slow bouts dominate wheelchair usage,
with 63% of bouts being shorter than 30 seconds and 13 meters. It is very likely that frequent
starting and stopping changes MWC users’ decisions regarding the type of propulsions they use.
Koontz and colleagues (2009) showed that 80% of MWC users initiate using non-CPG
propulsion patterns (e.g., arc propulsion pattern). Furthermore, a manual wheelchair user who
lives in a hilly town would propel a wheelchair very differently than wheelchair users who live in
flatter areas because uphill propulsions are predominantly short in length and high in force, such
as arc propulsion. Therefore, better methods of monitoring wheelchair propulsion in the realworld environment are necessary to further our understanding of how chronic overuse and
propulsion patterns are associated with the risk of upper limb pain and injuries.
One possible solution is to utilize one or more of the numerous existing ambient monitors
such as odometers (Mulroy et al., 2015), pressure sensors (Brienza, Karg, Geyer, Kelsey, &
Trefler, 2001), and location sensors (Moatamed, 2016; Tsang, Hiremath, Crytzer, Dicianno, &
Ding, 2016). However, most of these methods do not provide information regarding the context of
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manual wheelchair propulsion (MWP) such as the type of propulsion or the number of times each
activity is performed.
Another potential solution is to utilize the SMARTWheel (Cooper, 2009). The
SMARTWheel has been used in numerous MWP studies to determine the most efficient way to
propel an MWC (Askari et al., 2013; Boninger et al., 1997; Boninger et al., 2002; Koontz et al.,
2009; Shimada et al., 1998). The advantage to using the SMARTWheel is its ability to capture
numerous kinetic measures including contact force, tangential force, and overall force. One
disadvantage for using the SMARTWheel or similar dynamometer-enhanced wheels is not being
able to measure kinematics. Another disadvantage of the SMARTWheel is that users can only push
on the handrim, where force can be measured. Many MWC users do not push on the handrim;
therefore, asking users to change their behavior may not capture users’ true MWP. Furthermore,
the cost of a SMARTWheel prevents researchers from studying MWC users outside of the
laboratory.
With current trends in wearable technology and machine learning (ML), it is possible to
create a propulsion monitoring system. Recent developments in activity recognition using ML
and wearable sensors have shown promising results (Bulling et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2010; Lara
& Labrador, 2013). Several studies have demonstrated the use of ML in recognizing different
propulsion patterns and other related activities (French, Smailagic, Siewiorek, Ambur, &
Tyamagundlu, 2008; Garcia-Masso et al., 2015; Hiremath et al., 2013; Kooijmans et al., 2014).
However, many of the previous findings were based on data collected from individuals without
disabilities. Research has identified dissimilarities among tests of able-bodied individuals and
individuals with disabilities (Brown et al., 1990). Therefore, these methods of monitoring MWC
propulsion should be tested among a population of participants with disabilities.
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In a prior study, we demonstrated with high accuracy that an individualized, subjectdependent propulsion tracking system using an ML algorithm (i.e., Support Vector Machine
[SVM]) and inertial measurement units (IMU) can detect propulsion and many other activities
(Chen & Morgan, 2018). The SVM was built from the acceleration of propulsion patterns recorded
on an instrumented wheelchair roller system, the WheelMill System (WMS) and predicted
propulsion patterns performed overground with the highest accuracy at 99.7%. The SVM built
from additional gyroscope data recorded overground predicted propulsion patterns (F1 = 0.968).
However, the previous study was a single-subject study of “performed” wheelchair propulsion
aimed to pilot the potential protocol for sensor placement and other ML-related settings.
In this study, we further tested the feasibility of creating a wheelchair propulsion
monitoring system. We built ML models based on the data collected before and after a
wheelchair propulsion intervention. Three questions were examined in this study: (1) whether we
could replicate our previous findings with naturalistic MWC propulsions recorded before and
after an intervention, (2) whether we could record MWC propulsion data indoors and predict
what would happen when participants left the facility with subject-dependent models, and (3)
whether we could build subject-independent models. We tested whether recording purely with
indoor propulsions could predict outdoor propulsions because we assumed that most of the
inpatient rehabilitation happened indoor, including the wheelchair propulsion training.
propulsions. Also, outdoor wheelchair propulsions contain the variabilities in movement that
may not exists in the indoor wheelchair propulsions. These variabilities in movement are often
related to the dynamic of the environment (e.g., maneuver through different terrains).
Furthermore, outdoor propulsions are closer to what manual wheelchair would perform in the
real-world. And it is much easier to implement if the data collected indoor can be used to build
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the model and predict data collected outdoor which may serve a proxy to assess the difficulties in
detecting real-world. Due to these reasons, we want to test the detectability of the outdoor
propulsions. Subject-dependent models were hypothesized based on our previous results, the
idea being to remove between-subject variations that occur during the pooling of multiple
subjects’ data, and instead detect each individual’s propulsion based on data collected from his
or her own propulsion performance (Chen & Morgan, 2018). However, the ultimate goal is to
build subject-independent models, which are tested in phase 3, to allow plug-and-play
utilizations.

3.3 Methods
Data from this study were taken from two randomized controlled trial (RCT) wheelchair
propulsion studies. Because the supervised ML method relies on existing categories to train the
model, participants who did not have changes in their propulsion were excluded. Due to the
small sample size of participants with observable changes in their propulsion patterns in each of
the studies, we decided to combine the data from the two studies, which had similar experimental
protocols and intervention sessions. Because the goal was to gather IMU data from participants
who experienced improvements in their propulsion patterns, we did not see the pooling of these
data sources as a major limitation.
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3.3.1 Participants
Study 1
Excluded due to
little to no change
in propulsion = 10

Study 2

Completed (n = 17)

Intervention (n = 4)

MWP Changed (n = 7)

MWP Changed (n = 3)

Excluded due to
no change in
outdoor
propulsion = 1

WMS vs. overground:
analyzed (n = 10)

Excluded due to
little to no change
in propulsion = 1

Excluded due to
no change in
outdoor
propulsion = 1

Indoor vs. outdoor:
analyzed (n = 8)
Figure 3.1 Data recruitment flowchart

The protocols were approved by the Human Research Protection Office at the
Washington University School of Medicine. Seven participants came from a 3-week wheelchair
propulsion intervention study. Three participants came from a 6-week wheelchair propulsion
intervention study. All 10 adult MWC users provided informed, written consent prior to
participating in the studies. All participants were primary MWC users who propelled with their
upper limbs only and demonstrated the ability to bilaterally self-propel. Participants were
required to be above 18 years of age, understand spoken English at a sixth-grade level or higher,
and be able to propel their wheelchair independently for 10 meters (Figure 3.1).

3.3.2 Equipment
WheelMill System (WMS). The WMS is a stationary roller system that can simulate
different terrains such as uphill and cross-slopes (Klaesner, Morgan, & Gray, 2014). The WMS
can also apply different resistances to simulate the propulsion experience of carpet or tile. Our
study used the WMS during assessment with the VMC system. The benefit of using WMS to
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collect wheelchair propulsion data is that participants could propel wheelchair continuously with
no environmental restrictions.
Inertial Measurement Units. Two GT9x (ActiGraph, Pensacola, FL) IMUs were fitted
onto the wrist and lateral epicondyle of each participant’s dominant arm. ActiLife is the
accompanying software, which can extract raw data, csv files, and other clinical reports. The IMUs
consisted of a three-axle accelerometer, three-axle gyroscope, and three-axle magnetometer. The
IMUs recorded both acceleration and rotation inertia with a 100-Hz sampling rate. In this study,
raw csv files were extracted using ActiLife, and the magnetometer was turned off.
Video Motion Capture (VMC) System. The VICON VMC system (Centennial, CO) was
used to record reference videos used in this study. Fourteen Vero camera and two Vue reference
cameras were used to record wheelchair propulsion data. Propulsion labels were marked with
Nexus software (VICON, Centennial, CO).
Video Camera. Researchers wore a GoPro Session (GoPro, San Mateo, CA) using a body
strap to record participants’ wheelchair propulsions during the outdoor session.

3.3.3 Procedures
Biomechanics of propulsion and pain levels were assessed. Based on the results of our
previous study, IMUs on the wrist and arm were used to record acceleration and rotation
information (Chen & Morgan, 2018). IMU data were collected during three assessments:

Figure 3.2 Different recording scenarios
From left to right: (1) overground propulsion trial, (2) WMS trial, and (3)
outdoor propulsion trial.
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baseline (first), immediate post-assessment (second), and 3-weeks or 3-months post-assessment
(third). Within each assessment, participants propelled their MWC in three types of trial: (1)
overground on concrete flooring, (2) on the WMS, and (3) outdoors in a parking lot (Figure 3.2).
In the overground trials, participants propelled their wheelchairs in a 12 x 2-meter area with a
10-meter line marked on the floor. Participants propelled their wheelchairs back and forward
three times in this area. On the WMS, participants propelled for either 1 or 3 minutes at their
regular, self-selected speed on the roller system. A discrepancy existed between the two studies
from which we collected data. Participants 1–7 propelled for 3 minutes, whereas participants 8–
10 propelled for only 1 minute. In the outdoor trials, participants experienced inclines and
declines of 2°–5°, as well as a flat asphalt surface (approximately 200 meters round trip) in a
parking lot. Participants were asked to propel at a regular speed in the parking lot.
Meaningful comparisons of the ML results consisted of data from participants who
experienced changes in their propulsion after the intervention. Inclusion criteria for ML data
analysis were for participants to have more than five data points (i.e., 15 seconds of data) for
each classification (i.e., NCPG propulsion and CPG propulsion). Participants who did not fit this
criterion simply had propulsions that were too similar, and hence, no classifications could be
made. We identified 10 participants who experienced a change in their propulsion patterns due to
the intervention, two of whom had fewer than five data points of different propulsion patterns
during the outdoor propulsion session (See Figure 1). Participants 1–7 each recorded 9 minutes
of wheelchair propulsion on the WMS. Participants 8–10 each recorded 3 minutes of wheelchair
propulsion on the WMS. This discrepancy is due to the protocol differences between the two
studies.
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3.3.4 Data Analysis
Data Management and Statistical Software. All data analysis was performed with R
version 3.3.0.44 using the caret package (Kuhn, 2016). REDCap was used to store data. The Vicon
Nexus system was used for motion capture analysis.
ML Development. Each participant’s data went through a series of steps: (1) data
organization and filtering, (2) data preprocessing, (3) data segmentation, (4) feature selection, (5)
ML model training, (6) ML model evaluation, and (7) statistical analysis (Bulling et al., 2014).
Several comparisons were performed to examine the minimum amount of data needed to achieve
the optimum result in accuracy.
Preprocessing and Filtering. Because the purpose of this study was to determine whether
the ML model could detect CPG versus NCPG wheelchair propulsions, we only included instances
when we were actively assessing the participant’s propulsions. This allowed us to filter out
activities that did not involve wheelchair propulsion. Furthermore, one part of the outdoor session
included a decline that required participants to brace their wheelchairs. These non-propulsion
activities were removed because no similar behaviors could be replicated in the indoor sessions
for comparison. Six degrees of freedom data (i.e., x, y, and z axes from acceleration and rotation)
were used, and an initial filter was applied to preprocess potential noise.
Data Segmentation. In our previous study, we found that 3-second epochs (i.e., time
windows) produced optimal accuracy (Chen & Morgan, 2018). Therefore, the raw data were cut
into 3-second epochs. We used the sliding window technique to cut these epochs.
Feature Extraction. Feature variables, which were used to feed into the ML algorithm,
were created with each epoch as one data point. Feature variables were generated with each axis
of data (i.e., x, y, and z) by the time domain features (e.g., mean, standard deviation, maximum)
and frequency domain features (e.g., zero crossing, autocorrelation; Lara & Labrador, 2013). A
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total of 51 features were created for all data. Once feature variables were generated, data were
merged into a w by d’ feature space matrix, in which w is the number of window size extracted
and d’ is the number of features. Collinearity was removed.
Recording Analysis. A GoPro Session was used to record all propulsion data during the
outdoor sessions. Vicon Vue cameras were used to record indoor sessions. All video recorded
during the sessions was observed by three trained researchers to determine the type of propulsion
(i.e., CPG or NCPG propulsions) for each push. The propulsion patterns were classified as CPG
propulsion (semicircular and DL) patterns or NCPG (SL and arc) patterns. Propulsions that could
not be clearly distinguished as CPG propulsions or NCPG propulsions were labeled as “transition
propulsions.” The labels created were used as references for the training and evaluation of the ML
model. Reliability of the coding was examined. The inter-rater reliability of coding was checked
for one randomly selected session out of three total sessions for three participants. Inter-rater
reliability agreement exceeded 90% in indoor videos and outdoor videos. Intra-rater reliability was
checked over 1/3 of the entire outdoor video recordings and 1/6 of the entire indoor recordings for
all participants. Sessions with intra-rater reliability less than 75% were reviewed and re-coded until
intra-rater reliability exceeded 85%. All intra-rater reliability of the video coding exceeded 85%.
We expected some discrepancies between the timestamps from video coding and the IMU
data due to each device having its own built-in clock. We tried our best to label atomic time on the
video and used an app to log the start and stop times. We then manually checked the start and stop
of each propulsion trial to match the IMU data on the elbow and wrist absolute intensity graph.
ML Model Building. Feature space data were fed into the ML algorithm. Only CPG and
NCPG labels were included. All models were built with two categories: (1) CPG propulsion
(categorized as 1) or (2) NCPG propulsion (categorized as 0). Our preliminary study utilized both
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k-near neighbor (kNN) and linear SVM to classify eight different daily activities and five different
wheelchair maneuvers and found that SVM generated 99% overall model accuracy (Chen &
Morgan, 2018). In this study, we attempted to use the same linear SVM setting. Using the caret
package, we repeatedly tuned the model 10 times with 10-fold cross validation (CV). We used a
tuning grid to adjust the cost value range from 10.N to 10\ with increments of 10 times.
This study consisted of three phases. Model building for all phases used the same method
described above. In Phase 1, we trained the ML model with the data collected from the WMS
and predicted indoor overground propulsion patterns. This phase was a replication of our
previous single-subject study. Within this phase, we built subject-dependent and generalized
models. A subject-dependent model uses one’s own WMS data to train a model to predict one’s
overground data. In Phase 2, we utilized indoor propulsion data to build an ML model to predict
outdoor propulsion patterns. The goal of this phase was to provide evidence that an ML model
built from indoor data can predict outdoor data (a semi-controlled environment). In this phase,
both subject-dependent models and a subject-independent model were built and tested. Phase 3
consisted of building generalized ML models and testing them with the leave-one-subject-out
(LOO) CV method. The LOO method consists of building a generalized model from the data of
all participants except for one. The model is then tested on the participant whose data were not
used in building the model. This is repeated for every participant until each participant’s data has
been used as the testing set. Phase 3 had three goals: to (1) train a subject-independent model
from the WMS data and test it on the overground data using the LOO method, (2) train a subjectindependent model from the indoor and outdoor data and test it on the outdoor data using the
LOO method, and (3) train a subject-independent model from the indoor data and test it on the
outdoor data using the LOO method. We would like to point out that the third goal was
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considered the least likely to succeed because not only did intra-class variations exist between
indoor and outdoor data, but the model also would not contain any indoor data from the one
participant whose data were left out of the model building. Due to a lack of CPG propulsions in
the outdoor sessions, Participants 1 and 9 were removed from any outdoor analysis, including
Phase 2 testing and Phase 3 outdoor propulsion testing. Their indoor data were still included in
the Phase 3 subject-independent model building.
ML Performance Evaluation. The result of the ML model was compared to the reference
created by human input (video recording of training sessions). The following statistical measures
were used to evaluate the ML model: (1) sensitivity, (2) specificity, (3) precision, and (4) F1
measure of the overall model. The F1 measure is a harmonic average of precision and recall (i.e.,
sensitivity). The F measure is derived from the following formula 𝐹^ = (1 + 𝛽 N ) ∙
`abcdedfg∙abchii
(^ j ∙`ab3dedfg)kabchii

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝛽 = 1to weight precision and recall equally. The F1 measure is not

affected by class imbalance, nor imbalances in the sensitivity and specificity rates. The average F1
measure among all participants was used to glimpse the overall performance of the ML algorithm.
Numerous previous studies have used F1 scores as the gold standard measure in evaluating ML
models (Bulling et al., 2014).

3.4 Results
Table 3.1 Subject-dependent models for the WMS trials predicting overground trials
Participant

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Average

Pooled

Sensitivity

1

0.97

1

1

0.9

0.95

0.83

0.86

0.52

0.79

0.88

0.85

Specificity

0.89

0.76

1 0.83

0.36

0.45

0.77

0.68

0.82

0.71

0.73

0.65

Precision

0.96

0.9

1 0.93

0.54

0.9

0.83

0.83

0.77

0.82

0.85

0.82

F1

0.98

0.94

1 0.96

0.68

0.92

0.83

0.84

0.62

0.8

0.86

0.83
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Phase 1. Five out of 10 subject-dependent models achieved an F1 score higher than 0.9.
Three out of 10 subject-dependent models achieved higher than 0.8. Only two participants’
subject-dependent models performed below 0.8. The average F1 score across all participants was
0.86 (Table 3.1). When pooling all participants’ indoor data to train one pooled linear SVM
model, we found an F1 score of 0.83 for predicting performance.
Phase 2. Only one participant’s F1 score exceeded 0.9. One participant’s score was
between 0.8 and 0.9. All other participants had F1 scores below 0.8 (Table 3.2). The average F1
score across eight participants was 0.62. Next, we pooled all indoor propulsion data to train a
pooled linear SVM model to predict each individual’s outdoor data. We found an F1 score of
0.72, with a sensitivity of 0.84, specificity of 0.74, and precision of 0.63.
Table 3.2 Indoor subject-dependent models’ prediction of outdoor propulsion patterns
Participant

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

10

Average

Pooled

Sensitivity

0.93

1.00

1.00

0.42

0.55

0.88

0.75

0.63

0.77

0.84

Specificity

0.87

0.67

0.45

0.83

0.43

0.85

0.76

0.74

0.70

0.74

Precision

0.93

0.77

0.23

0.47

0.58

0.64

0.50

0.34

0.56

0.63

F1

0.93

0.87

0.38

0.44

0.56

0.74

0.60

0.44

0.62

0.72
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Table 3.3 LOO generalized subject-independent model with indoor and outdoor data
Participant
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10 Indoor Outdoor
Sensitivity 0.89 0.93 0.75 0.84 0.84 0.95 0.89 0.73
0.90
0.68
Specificity 0.97 0.90 0.80 0.82 0.59 0.80 0.65 0.81
0.80
0.79
Precision 0.98 0.94 0.80 0.74 0.83 0.87 0.69 0.81
0.89
0.64
F1
0.94 0.93 0.78 0.79 0.84 0.91 0.78 0.77
0.89
0.66
Note: Each participant’s column represents the “one” that was left out of the model.

Overall
0.86
0.80
0.84
0.85

Phase 3. We performed eight CV with the LOO method and tested the three goals. For
the first goal—to train the ML model with pooled (except for that of one participant) WMS data
and test this against the excluded individual’s overground data—we found an overall F1 score of
0.79, sensitivity of 0.82, specificity of 0.55, and precision of 0.77. For the second goal—to train
an ML model with pooled (except for that of one participant) indoor and outdoor data and test
this against the excluded participant’s data—we found an overall F1 score of 0.85, sensitivity of
0.86, specificity of 0.80, and precision of 0.84 (Table 3.3). However, the F1 score for prediction
of outdoor data was only 0.66. For the third goal—to train an ML model using pooled (except for
that of one participant) indoor data and test the ML model against the excluded individual’s
outdoor data—we found the overall F1 score of 0.61, with sensitivity at 0.78, specificity at 0.58,
and precision at 0.50 (Table 3.4).
Table 3.4 LOO subject-independent linear SVM model with indoor data predicting outdoor data
Participant

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

10

Outdoor

Sensitivity

0.95

0.90

0.07

0.67

0.70

1.00

0.25

1.00

0.78

Specificity

0.65

0.70

0.70

0.57

0.29

0.59

0.58

0.39

0.58

Precision

0.84

0.77

0.04

0.35

0.58

0.42

0.16

0.26

0.50

F1

0.89

0.83

0.05

0.46

0.64

0.59

0.19

0.42

0.61

Note: Each participant’s column represents the “one” that was left out of the model.

3.5 Discussion
In this study, we successfully replicated our previous findings in building a subjectdependent and a subject-independent model to detect overground wheelchair propulsion using data
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collected on a stationary roller system. Using the data collected indoors, we had minimum success
in building three subjects’ models to detect their outdoor propulsion patterns. When we pooled all
indoor data to train one subject-dependent model and used it to predict outdoor propulsion patterns,
we found the overall outdoor F1 score to be 0.72. Using the LOO CV method, we tested whether
we could build a subject-independent ML model. We found that although indoor propulsion
predictions reached an F1 score of 0.86, the outdoor predictions remained low at around 0.60
whether or not outdoor propulsion data were included in the model. These results provide evidence
within the acceptable range to further develop the ML method in detecting wheelchair propulsion.
The indoor propulsions can be predicted with subject-independent models. The subject-dependent
model was more reliable in detecting wheelchair propulsion for outdoor propulsions.
The innovation of this study is threefold. (1) Previous studies that have had success using
accelerometers and ML models to classify wheelchair propulsion were conducted in a controlled
environment, studied able-bodied participants, assessed different surfaces, measured participants
both pushing or being pushed, or consisted of a single-subject study (French, et al., 2008;
Herrera, Heravi, Barbareschi, Carlson, & Holloway, 2018; Holloway, Heravi, Barbareschi,
Nicholson, & Hailes, 2016). Most of these studies asked participants to “perform” wheelchair
propulsions instead of observing propulsions as they naturally occurred. No previous ML
research in wheelchair propulsion has tested the detection of different propulsion patterns before
and after a wheelchair propulsion training program. (2) No previous studies have looked at the
feasibility of detecting outdoor propulsion patterns by training data within an indoor
environment. (3) No previous studies have done LOO testing for ML models. Our current
approach is one step closer to building a clinically feasible monitoring system.
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Phase 1: Replication of Previous Findings. The purpose of testing whether an ML
model could be built using data collected from a stationary roller system (i.e., the WMS) to
predict indoor overground propulsion was because it is easier to collect a large amount of data
using the roller system. In our previous study, we utilized 3 minutes of data for each propulsion
pattern (Chen & Morgan, 2018). In our current study, we used two different quantities of data
from the WMS. One study had a protocol of 3 minutes of propulsion on the WMS, whereas the
other study had a protocol of only 1 minute. Results show that participants in the latter study had
slightly lower F1 scores. This may demonstrate that more data increases the accuracy of
predictions. However, further investigation is needed to confirm this hypothesis.
Our previous results were based on a single-subject study in which we found that the linear
SVM ML model built from the data collected on the WMS was able to detect overground
propulsion patterns. The purpose of the previous study was to determine the type of ML algorithm,
the ideal location of sensor placement, the features needed, the epoch windows for feature
extraction, and the amount of data required to detect propulsion patterns. In this study, we further
tested the effects with 10 participants. Our results show that eight out of 10 subject-dependent
models built based on each participant’s propulsion data collected on the WMS were able to predict
the respective participant’s propulsions. We pooled the WMS data, which provided a larger dataset
and presumably better predictive ability, but we did not find much improvement in the F1 score.
Even so, both types of ML model produced F1 scores around 0.8, which is considered decent in
the ML literature.
Phase 2: ML Model Trained with Indoor Propulsion Patterns To Predict Outdoor
Propulsions. Next, we asked whether we could develop ML models from data collected indoors,
and we tested whether these ML models could predict outdoor propulsion. The purpose of this
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phase was to identify whether data collected in inpatient or outpatient clinics can predict
propulsion patterns when patients leave the facility. This is based on the assumption that we would
have collected indoor data from the person who we would be monitoring, and that all of the
patient’s previous movement data would be in the model to accumulate data for better model
building. The outdoor scenario we tested could be seen as an intermediate step to understanding
the capability of the ML models. We found very poor performance for the subject-dependent linear
SVM modeling from each participant’s indoor data to predict his or her own outdoor data. When
pooling all indoor data to train a subject-independ linear SVM model, we found that the overall
predictions improved to a 0.72 F1 score. This is not ideal, but it showed that accumulated indoor
data has a better chance of predicting outdoor propulsions.
Phase 3: Subject-independent Model Tested with the LOO Method. Finally, we tested
whether we could build a subject-independent, plug-and-play ML model based on indoor, outdoor,
or indoor and outdoor data, the rationale being that if one would like to build a subject-independent
model without collecting data for each new person, the model would need to accurately predict
propulsion without the individual’s propulsion pattern recorded. Thus, we tested whether we could
build a subject-independent model with all indoor or all outdoor data to predict a novel person’s
propulsion. The difference between this phase and the comparison in Phase 2 is that the Phase 2
tested whether we could use a person’s own movement indoors to predict their movement
outdoors, whereas Phase 3 tested whether we could predict a person’s wheelchair propulsion by
using a larger data pool that does not include data from the person’s own propulsions.
We found that most of the indoor propulsions were successfully predicted using indoor
data or both indoor and outdoor data. The F1 score for most of the outdoor propulsions was around
0.60. Large variability existed in the prediction accuracy among participants’ outdoor propulsions;
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the most accurate prediction was an F1 score of 0.89, and the lowest prediction was an F1 score
of 0.05. This variability could be rooted in each participant’s wheelchair propulsion movements.
We looked at each individual’s proportion of NCPG versus CPG propulsions and found that the
participants who had clear changes in their propulsions after the intervention had greater accuracy.
This may be because the movements involved in wheelchair propulsion are on a continuous
spectrum, while we attempted to categorize the movements into distinct bins. That is, the cutoff
for NCPG and CPG is ambiguous when the movements fell into the gray area. This issue is not a
problem with the ML method but is a broader clinical problem in which even clinicians may often
misjudge or hesitate about categorizing wheelchair propulsions.
In a tutorial paper on human activity recognition, Bulling, Blanke, and Schiele (2014)
characterized current ML models into five domains. The execution domain describes whether a
model can be run offline or online. The generalization domain describes whether a model can be
used independently, is task/subject specific, and whether it captures temporal variations. The
recognition domain examines whether the data can detect the occurrence of the activity
automatically or whether manual segmentation is required. The activities domain describes
whether the activities occur periodically, sporadically, or statically. Finally, the system model
domain describes whether the recognition system does or does not model the world. The models
we built were offline models. We tested user-independent or specific models to determine whether
any improvements occurred due to reduced subject variability. All of our current recognitions still
required manual segmentation. The activities we attempted to detect were periodic. The current
model is still stateless; that is, it does not utilize location as an extra feature to boost the accuracy
of the model.
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Limitations. First, the sample size of our data set was small. We would like to continue to
increase the sampling to determine whether the amount of training data helped in any of the models
we tested. Second, because our recognition requires manual segmentation and filtering, we are still
far from completely automating the monitoring program; however, the current results inform the
feasibility of reaching fully automatic detection of wheelchair propulsion. Third, we only tested
data in our indoor and outdoor environments. It is possible that other indoor or outdoor scenarios
may produce different results. We also did not address any activities that were not related to
wheelchair propulsion. Non-wheelchair-propulsion-related data were filtered out before
wheelchair propulsion recognition. These non-wheelchair-propulsion-related movements (e.g.,
cooking, eating, transferring) are common in daily life. If our goal is to create a working wheelchair
propulsion monitoring system for people to wear daily, we will need to distinguish the data into
wheelchair-related and non-wheelchair-related events. Previous research has shown that
accelerometer sensors on the wheels can be used to determine whether one self-propellinged
(Holloway et al., 2016; Kooijmans et al., 2014). These techniques should be implemented in the
future to build a more complete recognition system.

3.6 Conclusion
In this study, we provided further evidence toward building a wheelchair propulsion
monitoring system. We tested different ways to collect data and provided evidence that one can
utilize a wheelchair propulsion training program to build ML models and use the models to detect
what participants are doing in outdoor scenarios. We successfully built a subject-independent
model for indoor propulsion detection. We also successfully built a pooled subject-dependent
model for the outdoor propulsion data. This provides further evidence that the ML method is
feasible for detecting daily wheelchair propulsions. In addition, the current ML protocol may
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potentially be used in the clinic to track wheelchair propulsions in indoor scenarios. Further
development is needed before implementing the ML protocol for outdoor propulsion detection.
The future direction is to create a more complete recognition system that includes all activities—
wheelchair propulsions and non-wheelchair propulsion activities—in more varied environments.
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Chapter 4:Aim 3: Explore the acceptability
of implementing wearable sensors in research
studying manual wheelchair users

This chapter is in preparation to be submitted to Disability and Rehabilitation: Assistive
Technology: Chen, Wong, Morgan (Submitted). Exploring the acceptability and adherence to
implementing wearable sensors in research studying manual wheelchair users.
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4.1 Abstract
Objective: To investigate whether a wearable monitoring system to track wheelchair propulsion
in the lived environment would be accepted by manual wheelchair (MWC) users. Design:
Participants wore sensors for two 24-hour sessions in a randomized controlled trial for wheelchair
propulsion training. They also completed a wearable sensor acceptability survey and sensor
removal log. Setting: Research laboratory. Participants: Full-time manual wheelchair users (N =
17) living in the St. Louis area. Main Outcome Measures: Wearable adherence was measured by
a self-reported sensor removal log and the ActiLife Wear Time Validation tool. Participants
completed a 40-item user acceptance survey with a five-point Likert rating scale regarding use of
wearable sensors. An open-ended questionnaire about user acceptance was also administered.
Results: Participants were satisfied with the current sensor-wearing protocol; 61.5%–84.6% of
participants responded positively for questions regarding hygiene, anxiety, and effort expectancy.
Although 30.8% of participants felt that privacy was a serious issue, 70% responded positively to
questions about privacy regarding the current sensors. 84.6% said that the sensors were easy to
use. Regarding duration, 84.6% agreed that they would wear the sensor for a week, 58.3% would
wear the sensor for a month, and 61.5% would wear it as long as it prevents shoulder pain.
Participants wore the sensors for most of their active time. The average wear time was 17.38 hours
out of 24 hours. Conclusions: Positive responses provide initial evidence for the acceptability of
using a wearable upper limb monitoring system for daily wheelchair propulsion assessment.
Keywords: Acceptability, manual wheelchair users, wearable sensors, accelerometry,
measurement
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4.2 Introduction
The use of wearable sensors in research has significantly grown over the past decade.
Numerous concepts such as mHealth, eHealth, or Living Lab utilize wearable sensors (Brannon,
Cushing, Crick, & Mitchell, 2016; Kumar et al., 2013; Lara & Labrador, 2013; Niitamo, Kulkki,
Eriksson, & Hribernik, 2006). Wearable devices are often used to measure movement, daily
activities, energy expenditure, and active time and duration (Chen & Morgan, 2018; Chen, Yang,
Liou, Lee, & Wang, 2008; Hiremath, Intille, Kelleher, Cooper, & Ding, 2015; Niitamo et al., 2006)
The value of wearable sensors to the field of rehabilitation research is that they offer a non-invasive
and unbiased measurement to capture movements outside of a laboratory or a clinic. Most current
research about wheelchair propulsion is conducted in a structured laboratory. However,
unstructured environment factors such as terrain and physical obstacles can affect propulsion
patterns. Recent developments in wearable technology may help in detecting different wheelchair
propulsion patterns in the real world (Chen & Morgan, 2018; French et al., 2008; Holloway et al.,
2016). Others have also shown that wearable sensors such as inertial measurement units (IMUs)
can enable measurement of energy expenditure, push counts, activities of daily living (ADLs),
posture, wheelchair propulsion, and other health-related variables (Bao & Intille, 2004; Chen &
Morgan, 2018; Hiremath, Intille, Kelleher, Cooper, & Ding, 2016; Holloway et al., 2016; Lara &
Labrador, 2013; Ojeda & Ding, 2014).
Concerns have been raised regarding participant responsiveness of wearable monitoring
systems for rehabilitation populations. Mihailidis, Cockburn, Longley, and Boger (2008)
conducted a user acceptance study of a home monitoring system for participants over 40 years of
age and found an acceptance rate of approximately 80% for wearable sensors as a home monitoring
technique. Only 60% of participants agreed to ADL monitoring, and 50% of participants agreed
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to lifestyle monitoring. Although these surveys were presented as a hypothetical situation, these
results still raised questions regarding user acceptance of wearable sensor protocols. The
variability of user acceptance may be associated with age, culture, physical design and placement
of the sensor, and the goal of the monitoring (Kumar et al., 2013; Lyons, Swartz, Lewis, Martinez,
& Jennings, 2017; K. Mercer et al., 2016; Merilahti et al., 2009). Merilahti and colleagues (2009)
conducted a study that examined compliance with long-term monitoring using wearable
technology across different age groups, and found that working-age participants preferred knowing
health outcomes, and older adults were more likely to accept the technology if it could allow them
to live independently. Other wellness studies have found that wearable activity trackers were
acceptable across different age ranges (Brannon et al., 2016; Mercer et al., 2016). Regarding the
placement of sensors, some MWC users prefer wrist placement for ease of access and others
perceive that it may interfere with wheelchair movement. Therefore, it is important to know
whether a wearable sensor system would be accepted by MWC users.
Adherence can be objectively measured by the amount of wear time. Despite Merilahti and
colleagues’ (2009) reported high acceptance of wearable technology, they could only obtain 30%
of the intended data, suggesting low adherence among participants. The discrepancy between selfreported user acceptance and adherence is critical because definite evaluation of rehabilitation
outcomes highly depend upon the amount of data that can be reliably obtained. Low adherence
may increase the risk of bias in treatment or diagnosis and reduce the accuracy of reporting based
on daily monitored wheelchair propulsion.
Our current study was aimed to explore the acceptability of wearable sensors for MWC
users. Specifically, we tested the acceptability of implementing a three-sensor monitoring system
in which participants wore wrist-worn sensors for two 24-hour sessions. Concerns regarding user
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acceptance and adherence may be different among people who use manual wheelchairs (MWCs).
People who rely on MWCs to perform ADLs may perceive wearable devices differently than
individuals without disabilities. The monitoring system required participants to wear two sensors
on the arm and wrist, rather than only a wrist sensor. An additional sensor was placed on the wheel
for wheelchair distance and movement detection purposes (Sonenblum, Sprigle, Caspall, & Lopez,
2012). Results of this study provide insight into the feasibility of this particular setup for use in
future research.

4.3 Methods
4.3.1 Participants
Table 4.1 Demographic information
Categories
Age (Years)
Gender
Injury Type

Ethnicity

Years of injury
Lives with others
Function

Sub-categories
Male/Female
Spinal cord injury
Multiple sclerosis
Cerebral Palsy
Other neuropathology
Asian
Black/African American
White/Caucasian
Other (non-Native American nor Pacific Islander)
Yes/No
No lower limb motor or sensory function
Some lower limb sensory function
Some lower limb motor function
Within normal range of sensory and motor
function
Unknown (Not specific)

Count/mean (SD)
43.0 (11.1)
13/4
10
4
1
2
1
4
11
1
12.5 (12.6)
13/4
5
2
6
2
2

The survey was part of a randomized controlled trial (RCT) intervention training program
for wheelchair propulsion. The protocol was approved by the Human Research Protection Office
at the Washington University School of Medicine (IRB#201711056). Seventeen adult participants
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with mobility impairments completed this portion of the study. They were primary MWC users
who propelled with their upper limbs and demonstrated the ability to bilaterally self-propel (Table
4.1).

4.3.2 Equipment
ActiGraph GT9X Link (ActiGraph, Pensacola, FL) IMU sensors were used in the study.
Three sensors with sensor holsters (4 cm x 4.8cm x 2 cm) were placed on the left side of the
participant’s wrist, elbow (i.e., above lateral epicondyle), and MWC wheel for two 24-hour
sessions. A wristband (Figure 4.1.a) and an armband (Figure 4.1.b) that were designed to fit an
Apple iPod Nano were used to attach the sensors onto each participant’s wrist and arm. A
customized plastic box (5.2 cm x 4.7 cm x 2.3 cm) encased another sensor and was attached to the
MWC wheel (between the spokes) with zip ties (Figure 4.1.c).
ActiLife 6 Software (ActiGraph, Pensacola, FL) is the companion software for the GT9x
IMU sensor. This software activates, downloads, and analyzes the data recorded by the GT9x.
Specifically, we utilized the in-software toolbox “Wear Time Validation Tool” to determine the
wear time during the 24-hour sessions.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(b)

(a)
4.3.3 Procedures

Figure 4.1 Sensor placements
(a) Wristband and ActiGraph sensor. ActiGraph
sensor slides under the wristband.
(b) Armband and ActiGraph sensor. ActiGraph
sensor slides into the armband.
(c) ActiGraph sensors in a plastic box. This unit
was placed on or between the spokes of the
wheel of the MW.

(b)

Participants wore one sensor on their left lateral epicondyle and one sensor on their left
wrist, and one sensor was placed between the spokes of the participant’s MWC. A research staff
member helped participants put on the sensors. Participants wore the sensors during the testing
sessions of the RCT experiment. Participants allocated into the training group also wore the sensors
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during the training sessions. Immediately after the first and second testing visits of the RCT
experiment, participants wore the sensors for 24 hours. The sensors were set up by research staff
at the end of the testing session. Participants were told to take the sensors off in exactly 24 hours.
The day of the assessment was convenience based and, therefore, not specifically controlled.
Participants were instructed to wear the sensors as much as possible and to take them off only
when they felt uncomfortable. They were instructed that the device is not waterproof, so they must
remove the device when they come into contact with water. This waterproof statement is a
precaution even though ActiGraph GT9x is IP27 which is water resistant. Participants were given
sensor-removal logs to document any times in which they removed the sensors. At their third
testing visit, which took place 3 weeks after the second visit, participants were given a survey
regarding their experience wearing the sensors.

4.3.4 Outcome Measures
Acceptability Measures. The rating scale was adapted from the Sensor Acceptance
Model by Fensli, Pedersen, Gundersen, and Hejlesen (2008), who validated the instrument with
user acceptance of an electrocardiography (ECG) device. We chose to utilize this model because
the ECG device tested also passively monitored the participants, and therefore, the items in the
model are primarily associated with passive monitoring. In active monitoring, participants are
asked to interact with the technology to consciously provide information, for example, by rating
their current mood or behavior in response to a question that is prompted on the device. Passive
monitoring, on the other hand, means that participants only need to wear the device, and
information is collected through the wearable without active involvement of the participant.
Other acceptability articles for wearable sensors have tended to focus more on the interaction
between the sensors and the user, including participant usage of the information from the sensor,
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whereas our sensors passively monitored participants. Therefore, we felt that the items within the
Sensor Acceptance Model were the best fit for our research purposes. Because several questions
of this measure specifically target wireless ECG device use, a 20-item modified version of the
survey was used for our technology. The constructs of the modified survey include anxiety,
hygiene, physical activity, and equipment. We also included an additional 20-item questionnaire
about privacy, effort expectancy, willingness, and potential problems with activities of daily
living while using the sensors. These items were based on unified theory of acceptance and use
of technology, as well as other wearable sensor research (Gao, Li, & Luo, 2015; Spagnolli,
Guardigli, Orso, Varotto, & Gamberini, 2014).
Wearable Adherence. Wearable adherence was measured using the ActiLife Wear Time
Validation tool with the Troiano 2007 option. Using this method, an approximate duration of nonwear was labeled to notify the research team. A manual examination of wear time using
participants’ self-report time logs was used to ensure that the time report was accurate.
Open-Ended Questionnaire. The questionnaires surveyed two sensor-wearing scenarios:
(1) during training and (2) over a 24-hour timeframe. We asked participants the following
questions: “Did wearing sensors change your propulsion?” “Do you have any suggestions about
wearing the sensors?” “How many days would you wear the sensors if it helped you improve your
propulsions?” and “List three things that you liked and three things that you didn’t like about
wearing the sensors.”

4.3.5 Data Analysis
All data analyses were performed with R version 3.3.0.44. REDCap was used to store data
from this investigation. We reported descriptive statistics for demographic information of our
participants from the baseline assessment. We also reported detailed responses on their opinions
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of wearing the sensors. ActiLife Wear Time was our primary adherence measure. Self-reported
time was used to verify the ActiLife Wear Time. Self-reported time was also used to fill any
missing data from ActiLife Wear Time.

4.4 Results
Wearable Adherence. Participants spent 17.38 (standard deviation [SD] = 4.84) hours
wearing the sensors on average over the two 24-hour wear-time trials, spending 72.4% of the
time wearing the sensors. Out of the 34 trials (two trials for 17 participants), 11 trials were on a
Monday/Tuesday, eight trials were on a Tuesday/Wednesday, six trials were on a
Wednesday/Thursday, six trials were on a Thursday/Friday, and three trials were on a
Friday/Saturday. There were no Sunday measures. Sleep was the most common reason (50% of
non-wear days) that participants took off the sensors. This result suggests that participants can
comply with the protocol for two non-consecutive days. The second most common reason for
device removal was showering (34.8% of non-wear days). Participants also reported taking the
sensors off for toileting (8.7% of non-wear days), swimming (4.3% of non-wear days), and
washing dishes (4.3 % of non-wear days). No participants took the sensors off due to discomfort
during their daily activities.
Acceptability. Eight different constructs were examined: anxiety, physical activity,
equipment, hygiene, effort expectancy, privacy, willingness to comply, and problems during
ADLs.
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Table 4.2 Descriptive statistics for questions from the Sensory Acceptance Model
Item

Disagree
(%)
84.6

Neutral
(%)
7.7

Agree
(%)
7.7

Mean

SD

Construct

1.8

0.9

Anxiety

84.6

15.4

0.0

1.7

0.8

Anxiety

84.6

7.7

7.7

1.7

0.9

Anxiety

76.9

23.1

0.0

1.7

0.9

Anxiety

**I don't want other people to notice
the sensors
**I am afraid that the sensors may
suddenly stop functioning
**I am afraid people know I am
wearing sensors
I just forget I am wearing the sensors

61.5

30.8

7.7

2.0

1.1

Anxiety

61.5

38.5

0.0

2.0

0.9

Anxiety

84.6

15.4

0.0

1.6

0.8

Anxiety

16.7

25.0

58.3

3.7

1.1

Equipment

**I am afraid of the battery running
out on the sensors
I am satisfied wearing the sensors

69.2

30.8

0.0

1.9

0.9

Equipment

7.7

23.1

69.2

4.1

1.0

Equipment

The sensors have not hindered my
daily activities
I find the sensors easy to use

7.7

23.1

69.2

4.1

1.0

Equipment

0.0

15.4

84.6

4.4

0.8

Equipment

15.4

15.4

69.2

4.0

1.2

0.0

23.1

76.9

4.2

0.8

0.0

0.0

100.0

4.5

0.5

15.4

7.7

76.9

3.9

1.3

0.0

7.7

92.3

4.4

0.7

76.9

15.4

7.7

1.9

1.0

Hygiene

61.5

23.1

15.4

2.2

1.1

Hygiene

61.5

30.8

7.7

2.2

1.0

Hygiene

**I believe that I will have
difficulties going out or socializing
when wearing the sensors
**I feel anxious knowing that I will
be monitored for 24 hours
**I feel uneasy when wearing the
sensors in the lab
**Wearing the sensors is frightening

I was not hindered by the sensors
when leaving home
I can do my daily tasks even when
wearing the sensors
I can participate in physical
activity/exercise when wearing the
sensors
I expect the monitoring will help me
understand my daily motion
Wearing the sensors did not cause
any problems
**The device is not clean
**I experienced itchiness and skin
irritation in the areas where the
sensors were worn
**I experienced sweat and
discomfort in the areas where the
sensors were worn

Physical
activities
Physical
activities
Physical
activities
Physical
activities
Physical
activities

Note: Reverse items are marked with ** and shaded gray. Scores are based on a five-point scale from 1
(“completely disagree”) to 5 (“completely agree”). Completely disagree (1) and disagree (2) were grouped into a
disagree category. Completely agree (5) and agree (4) were grouped into an agree category.
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Table 4.4 Descriptive statistics for additional questions
Item

Disagree
(%)

Neutral
(%)

Agree
(%)

Mean

SD

61.5

23.1

15.4

2.2

1.1

76.9

15.4

7.7

1.9

1.0

84.6

15.4

0.0

1.7

0.8

75.0

16.7

8.3

1.9

1.0

Privacy

69.2

15.4

15.4

2.2

1.2

Privacy

46.2

23.1

30.8

2.8

1.4

Privacy

0.0

15.4

84.6

4.2

0.7

Willingness

25.0

16.7

58.3

3.6

1.2

Willingness

7.7

30.8

61.5

3.8

1.0

Willingness

**It was unpleasant to wear the
sensors at night
**I am afraid that the sensors
may fall off if I move too much
**I feel uneasy when being
monitored
**I feel uncomfortable being
monitored
**I feel like I am being watched
**I think privacy is a serious
issue
I am willing to wear the sensor
for a week if requested
I am willing to wear the sensor
for a month if requested
I am willing to wear the sensor
as long as it helps me prevent
shoulder pain

Construct
Effort
expectancy
Effort
expectancy
Effort
expectancy

Note: Reverse items are marked with ** and shaded gray. Scores are based on a five-point scale from 1
(“completely disagree”) to 5 (“completely agree”). Completely disagree (1) and disagree (2) were
grouped into a disagree category. Completely agree (5) and agree (4) were grouped into an agree
category. Bold text indicates the duration for which participants were willing to wear the sensors.

Table 4.3 Descriptive statistics for potential problems in different scenarios
Item
Eating
Transferring
Exercise
Meal preparation
Grooming
When being together
with other people
During nighttime
Dressing
Using restroom
Housework
Oral care

Problematic
(%)

Neutral
(%)

7.7
0.0
7.7
0.0
7.7

0.0
9.1
7.7
23.1
15.4

Not
Problematic
(%)
92.3
90.9
84.6
76.9
76.9

15.4

7.7

7.7
0.0
0.0
7.7
7.7

15.4
23.1
30.8
23.1
30.8

Mean

SD

4.6
4.8
4.5
4.5
4.5

0.9
0.6
1.2
0.9
1.1

76.9

4.3

1.2

76.9
76.9
69.2
69.2
61.5

4.3
4.4
4.3
4.3
4.1

1.0
0.9
0.9
1.1
1.1

Scores were based on a five-point scale from 1 (“extremely problematic”) to 5
(“without any problem”). Participants were asked “How did you experience wearing
the sensor under the following situations?” Extremely problematic (1) and
problematic (2) were grouped into a problematic category. Not problematic (5) and
less problematic (4) were grouped into a not problematic category.
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For the anxiety construct, most of the participants felt that the monitoring would help them
understand their daily motion. They did not have any difficulty going out (84.6%) or anxiety about
being monitored (84.6%), nor did they feel uneasy (84.6%). They were not afraid of other people
noticing the sensors (61.5%), nor were they afraid that the sensors would stop functioning (61.5%)
(Table 4.2). Most participants had positive responses to the questions regarding hygiene (at least
61.5%) and effort expectancy (at least 61.5%). For the physical activity construct, almost all
participants (76.9%) felt that they could do activities with little difficulty while wearing the
sensors. For the privacy construct, 30% of participants agreed that privacy is a serious issue. Most
participants had either positive or neutral responses to two privacy questions about being
monitored or watched (Table 4.3). For questions on willingness to wear the sensors, participants
were generally willing to wear the sensors for a week or a month. Twenty-five percent of
participants reported that they would not want to wear the current setup of sensors for a month.
Sixty-two percent of participants were willing to wear the sensors as long as it helped prevent
shoulder pain (Table 4.3). After reversing the scores for the reverse items, anxiety had a mean
score of 4.21, equipment had a mean score of 4.08, physical activity had a mean score of 4.28,
hygiene had a mean score of 3.88, effort expectancy had a mean score of 4.07, privacy had a mean
score of 3.70, and willingness had a mean score of 3.87 on the five-point scale.
Participants were asked, “How did you experience wearing the sensor under the
following situations?” The most problematic situation was wearing the sensor while with other
people, with 15.4% of participants responding that this was a problem. This was followed by
eating, exercising, grooming, nighttime, housework, and oral care, with 7% of participants
reporting that it would be problematic to wear the sensors during these activities. Overall,
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participants reported that wearing the sensors was not problematic, with a mean score of 4.4 on
the five-point scale.
Open-Ended Questionnaire. To assess specifically whether wearing the sensors affected
wheelchair propulsion in the training sessions (in which participants were asked to propel their
wheelchairs), we asked, “Did wearing the sensors change anything about how you pushed your
wheelchair during the training sessions?” Participants generally responded “no” or “no, except
when I had to adjust them if I felt they were coming loose.” One participant said, “The sensors
didn't bother me. Getting adequate information is important. I like the sensor because it is
capturing more information about the training.” One participant responded, “Yes, I believe the
first few times of wearing the sensors made me tense up a bit and try harder, which made it a
little difficult , but once I understood the concept, I was more relaxed and you forget the sensors
are on.” When asked about wearing the sensors for the 24-hour monitoring trials, one participant
said, “No, I forgot I even had sensors on. They were no big deal at all.” Other comments
regarding the sensors included statements such as, “I would be fine to wear [it] for an extended
period of time,” “24 hours aren’t long enough to capture the usage of the wheelchair. A week
may be sufficient to get the wheelchair usage,” and “I am willing to wear it. Makes me feel like
someone is watching for my health.” Several participants responded that they were willing to
wear the sensors “for an extended period of time.” One participant responded that “if it is
smaller, it will make it less noticeable.” This participant also expressed that they would like the
sensors to provide feedback about propulsions since the intention of these devices is to measure
wheelchair propulsions. When asked what they liked about the monitoring system, participants
listed improving their propulsions and helping in the research. When asked what they disliked,
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participants listed the bulk of the monitors, skin irritation, and concern with the sensor’s battery
life.

4.5 Discussion
This study provided a glimpse into the perception of wearing a three-sensor monitoring
system on the upper extremity and wheelchair wheel among MWC users. All of our participants
understood that the sensors were to monitor wheelchair propulsion. Generally, most of our
participants perceived the sensors as not being frightening and were not worried about them. They
did not think the sensors hindered their activities. Most participants did not think of the sensors as
unhygienic and did not find that the sensors were problematic during their daily activities. They
also did not feel uncomfortable being monitored. Most importantly, all of the participants were
willing to be monitored for a week if required. Fifty-eight percent of the participants agreed to be
monitored for a month, and 61.5% said they were willing to be monitored as long as it helped them
prevent shoulder pain, which is one of the major issues in chronic MWC usage. During the two
24-hour periods of sensor wearing, participants only took off the sensors during the night or as
necessary due to contact with water. Overall, the participants complied with the protocol of
wearing the sensors and perceived the sensors as helpful.
Our findings are consistent with those of studies among other aging and adolescent
populations with a commercially available device (Brannon et al., 2016; Hawkins et al., 2019;
Lyons et al., 2017). Compliance remains high if the purpose of wearing sensors is clear. Our
participants expressed that if the purpose of the sensors is to prevent shoulder pain, they are willing
to wear them as long as possible. Previous studies have found that participants often wish sensors
could be simple and easy to use (Duval & Hashizume, 2006; Malu & Findlater, 2016). Because
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our current monitoring system passively records data without active involvement of participants,
participants generally responded with no worries toward using the sensors.
The open-ended questions revealed similar but extended findings. Some participants forgot
they were wearing sensors during the 24-hour period. Some participants were willing to wear them
for extended period of time as long as the sensors were helpful in maintaining their health. These
findings are similar to previous wheelchair acceptability findings with commercialized devices
(Carrington, Chang, Mentis, & Hurst, 2015; Duval & Hashizume, 2006; Malu & Findlater, 2016).
Our results, together with previous studies, provide the promising supposition that these devices
can be suggested by clinicians and researchers to track longitudinal health outcomes for wheelchair
users.
There were several limitations to this study, including a small sample size. The results may
not apply to all MWC users; however, we have provided pilot data showing that it is possible for
MWC users, who utilize their upper limbs as their means of mobility, to wear a three-sensor system
before and after an intervention. One limitation is that we did not record their handedness. All of
our sensors were worn on the left arm. It is possible that all of our participants were right-handed
and responded positively, and if a left-handed MWC user wore the devices, they may rate them
negatively. Nevertheless, as wheelchair propulsion is primarily a bilateral task and we kept the
sensor placement position consistent across all participants, handedness may not be an issue. For
adherence, one limitation is that we did not have equal representation of weekdays and weekend
measurements. Previous research suggests that patterns of daily activities may vary between
weekend and weekdays for working-age adults (Hayward et al., 2016; Rand & Eng, 2012). It is
likely that our current distribution skewed the representation of wear time. For acceptability, one
limitation is that the acceptability of the sensors may be limited to the particular sensors we used,
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and to the particular purpose for which we conducted this survey. However, most of our setups
(i.e., wrist band, iPod Nano arm band, and customized plastic box) can carry almost all types of
wearable sensors that are commercially available. If participants can accept the current setup, it
may not matter what specific sensors were used. Another limitation is that the modified
acceptability questionnaire was not properly validated for MWC users. Because our purpose was
to provide a glimpse into the acceptability of the monitoring system we are developing, we do not
see this is a major limitation. Future studies should establish a proper psychometric examination.

4.6 Conclusion
This study provides an exploration of how MWC users respond to wearing sensors for
wheelchair propulsion monitoring. Specifically, we found that the perception of wearing three
sensors to monitor wheelchair propulsion was positive. This research allows us to further develop
the daily wheelchair propulsion monitoring system with confidence that this monitoring system
could potentially be used as part of rehabilitation procedures.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
5.1 Summary
Upper limb pain and injuries restrict participation; thus, prevention of upper limb pain
and injuries is a priority in the care for manual wheelchair users. The long-term goal of this
research is to further establish the evidence to reduce the chance of upper limb pain and injuries
during manual wheelchair propulsion. To achieve this, I investigated three aims: (1) the
feasibility and efficacy of a repetition-based manual wheelchair propulsion (MWP) training
program, (2) the feasibility of machine learning (ML) models for manual wheelchair propulsion
detection indoors and outdoors, and (3) the exploration of acceptability to implementing
wearable sensors for manual wheelchair (MWC) users. A randomized controlled trial with two
groups by three assessments was conducted. Quantitative and qualitative measures were used to
paint a comprehensive picture of the feasibility of the MWP training program and the MWP
monitoring system. Major findings of each aim are described as follows.
Aim 1. The goal of the study was to determine the feasibility and efficacy of a repetitionbased MWP training program for use in inpatient or outpatient clinics. The gaps in the field are
twofold:
(1) Lack of time and resources make any repetition-based training program difficult to
translate from research to practice. Most of the MWP repetition training research to date has used
wheelchair treadmills, which is not feasible for most clinics. To address this first gap, we
conducted training sessions in an indoor facility overground in six 1-hour training sessions, two
times per week. We hope that 3 weeks of training is short enough to fit into inpatient and
outpatient rehabilitation protocols. The results of our study revealed that five out of eight
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participants achieved at least 5000 repetitions demonstrating components of Clinical Practice
Guideline (CPG)–recommendation. Examination of the post-training survey and questionnaire
revealed that 87.5% of participants agreed that pushing a wheelchair was easier and they learned
the benefits of pushing a wheelchair efficiently after the training. Two participants did not
completely agree with the suggestions of the CPG. One of these two participants also achieved
fewer than 3000 repetitions. However, most participants’ propulsion counts surpassed or were
close to the 5400 repetitions that Morgan, Tucker, Klaesner, and Engsberg (2017) found to be
effective for training CPG-recommended propulsion. On the other hand, the training repetitions
in Morgan and colleagues’ study were performed on a roller system, which may involve fewer
environmental distractions than overground propulsion practice. Whether practice taking place in
an environment closer to the real world is beneficial or disadvantageous needs further
investigation.
(2) Previous findings have been limited to laboratory-based measurements ( French,
Smailagic, Siewiorek, Ambur, & Tyamagundlu, 2008). This leaves the potential for problems
regarding ecological validity (i.e., capacity versus performance) due to the Hawthorne effect
and/or to various environmental factors. We addressed this second gap by measuring MWP
patterns both in the laboratory and outdoors. When looking at in-lab results, we found a
significant improvement in hand-dropping movements (a component of CPG-recommended
propulsion) and effectiveness (i.e., the distance traveled per propulsion) in the training group that
was not seen in the education group. We also found a greater likelihood of CPG propulsions in
the training group during the outdoor testing trials than the education group after the
intervention, and that the more CPG propulsions practiced during the training, the greater the
likelihood of performing CPG propulsions in the outdoor trials.
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In conclusion, these results show that MWP patterns improved after intervention not only
in the laboratory, but also in a less controlled environment (i.e., outdoor parking lot) and that the
amount of repetition practiced positively predicted the likelihood of performing CPGrecommended propulsions. This provides further evidence of the feasibility and efficacy of an
overground, repetition-based wheelchair propulsion training protocol for inpatient and outpatient
clinics. The long-term impact of this result is to provide clinicians information about repetition
training and help manual wheelchair users in learning CPG-recommendation propulsion.
Aim 2. The goal of Aim 2 was to determine the feasibility of building machine learning
models for propulsion pattern detection using wearable sensors. This is a step toward creating a
comprehensive machine learning model from data collected in MWP training programs. Previous
studies have found ways to detect MWP patterns in the laboratory (French et al., 2008; Chen &
Morgan, 2018; Herrera et al., 2018). Most of these studies either used a single-subject design or
able-bodied participants. There are known differences between the propulsion dynamics of
people who regularly use a wheelchair and people without disabilities (Brown et al., 1990).
Therefore, in Aim 2, we further investigated a machine learning setup following a previous
single-subject study that we conducted. This aim consisted of three phases. In Phase 1, we
replicated our previous single-subject study by testing whether we could utilize the WheelMill
System (WMS), a motorized roller system for wheelchair usage, to build a machine learning
model that predicts indoor overground propulsion patterns. In Phase 2, we extended the testing
by asking whether we could utilize all indoor data—that is, data collected from both overground
indoor propulsion and the WMS—to detect outdoor MWP patterns. In Phase 3, we built subjectindependent models and utilized leave-one-subject-out cross validation to test whether the model
could detect a novel wheelchair user’s data. In the first two phases, we built subject-dependent
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models that required an individual’s propulsion data in order to detect his or her own
propulsions, while the model built in the third phase did not.
In Phase 1, we were successful in building a subject-dependent model to detect overground
MWP using data collected on a stationary roller system, and pooling data did not improve much
of the overall accuracy of the model. Since collecting large amounts of propulsion data is much
easier to do on a wheelchair roller system, this result confirmed the ability to build a propulsion
large data bank with the technique.
In Phase 2, we successfully built only two out of 10 subject-dependent models to detect
outdoor propulsion patterns using data collected indoors. The overall accuracy did improve when
we pooled all indoor data and used it to predict outdoor propulsion patterns. Although not as
expected, the result opens up new possibilities in investigating wheelchair propulsion outdoor
detection. For example, we can investigate why two participants’ propulsion detection scores were
greater than 0.8 F1 in contrast to those whose do not meet this threshold. The results of Phase 2
provide incentives to continue investigation of the machine learning method.
In Phase 3, we found that six out of eight participants’ propulsion patterns indoors were
predicted fairly accurately when using pooled indoor and outdoor data. This is fairly successful
considering that the participants’ data were novel to the machine learning models. However, the
outdoor prediction remained poor. When we trained the machine learning model with only indoor
data to predict a novel wheelchair user’s outdoor data, we found decent accuracy for two out of 10
participants, while the rest of the predictions were poor.
To summarize, the most feasible way to detect outdoor MWP patterns is to utilize
subject-dependent pooled modeling with a linear support vector machine (SVM) algorithm.
Subject-independent model can be used in detecting indoor MWP patterns. Further investigation
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is needed for the individual variations in predictions. Previous research in MWP patterns found
inconsistencies between kinetic and kinematic measures (DeGroot et al., 2009; Kotajarvi et al.,
2004; Rice et al., 2013). It is possible that the low accuracy of some models is associated with
the specific kinetic changes that are not categorized by kinematic measures (i.e., propulsion
patterns). Furthermore, some of the low-accuracy models could be due to ambiguous propulsion
patterns that were difficult even for the clinicians to classify. If a clinician has a hard time
determining whether a propulsion followed the CPG, then the machine learning model is very
likely to fail. Therefore, further investigation into both wheelchair propulsion and machine
learning methods are needed to better detect propulsion.
Aim 3. The goal of Aim 3 was to determine the acceptability of the wearable sensors
among MW users, which accompanied the research of Aim 2. Because most of the commercially
available smart sensors are worn on the wrist, and the upper limbs are the means of mobility for
MWC users, our setup of wrist and arm sensors may pose concerns regarding anxiety, hygiene,
equipment size, willingness, problems during some activities, privacy, and effort expectancy.
Furthermore, previous studies found concerns regarding sensor wearing for longitudinal
monitoring (Brannon et al., 2016; Mercer et al., 2016; Merilahti et al., 2009; Mihailidis et al.,
2008). Discrepancies have also been found between acceptance and adherence (Merilahti et al.,
2009). Therefore, to ensure the success of creating a comprehensive protocol for MWP monitoring,
we modified prior surveys based on the Sensor Acceptance Model to look at acceptability in
research. Adherence was also assessed with 24-hour monitoring sessions.
Most of the participants did not think the sensors hindered their activities. They also did
not feel uncomfortable being monitored. Most importantly, almost all of the participants were
willing to be monitored for a week if required. Fifty-eight percent of the participants agreed to be
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monitored for a month, and 61.5% said they were willing to be monitored as long as it helped them
prevent shoulder pain. Adherence was high; no one took the sensors off due to discomfort. The
qualitative survey indicated that some participants even forgot they were wearing them. Overall,
the findings were overwhelmingly positive regarding the current sensor setup. This result
encourages us to continue developing and testing the machine learning based protocol using
wearable sensors as devices in detecting wheelchair propulsion patterns.

5.2 Contributions to Rehabilitation and Participation
Science
The contributions of this dissertation to rehabilitation and participation science are twofold.
First, according to the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF),
participation is defined as involvement in life situations (World Health Organization, 2001).
Participation can be restricted by one’s ability to perform activities, which is often limited by pain
and injury. Evidence in the MWC-related research supports this model. For example, numerous
studies have found that pain and injury reduce the ability of MWC users to perform daily activities
and negatively impact their quality of life (Pentland & Twomey, 1994; Salisbury et al., 2006;
Samuelsson et al., 2004). Twenty-six percent of individuals with spinal cord injury (SCI) and upper
limb pain need additional help with functional activities, and 28% have reported limitations in
independence because of shoulder pain (Dalyan et al., 1999). Unemployment is higher, and fulltime employment is lower in individuals with upper arm/shoulder pain versus those with no upper
arm/shoulder pain (Dalyan et al., 1999). MWC users who experience upper limb injuries tend to
reduce their daily activities as well (Dalyan et al., 1999; Lundqvist et al., 1991; Pentland &
Twomey, 1994). In conclusion, reducing the risk of upper limb injuries is critical to maintaining
participation for MWC users. Reducing the chance of upper limb injuries can be achieved by
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training MWC users to follow the CPG as early as possible (PVACfSCM, 2005). In the study in
Aim 1, we created a feasible MWP training program, bringing us one step closer to translating
laboratory-based research findings into clinical practice.
Second, according to the ICF, assessment of activities can be classified as capacity or
performance. Capacity describes what individuals can do in a controlled setting, while
performance describes what individuals actually do in their natural environment. In Aim 1, we
assessed MWP both in the lab and outdoors. No previous studies have investigated whether
training effectively transfers to outdoor propulsion. With the current study, we are bridging
capacity and performance.
Moreover, to measure daily performance, research often relies on self-report or ecological
momentary assessment. This does not apply to daily MWP because MWC users often do not know
enough details about the type of propulsions they perform daily to accurately self-report. Lack of
feasible tools hinders the progress of investigating the relationship between chronic overuse and
upper limb pain and injury. To obtain direct evidence, there is a need to create a daily propulsion
monitoring system. In Aims 2 and 3, we conducted a comprehensive investigation of the feasibility
of an MWP monitoring system. The novelty of the study is that no other research studies have ever
combined machine learning model building with a propulsion training intervention, nor have
previous studies tested the detection of naturalistic propulsion movements outdoors. Additionally,
no prior studies have investigated propulsion detection using the leave-one-subject-out method of
a subject-independent machine learning model for detecting indoor and/or outdoor propulsion
patterns. These components are critical to move toward an MWP monitoring system. With the
monitoring system, researchers and clinicians may objectively measure performance—daily MWP
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patterns. This outcome measure can provide more evidence to design better interventions and help
researchers understand chronic overuse.

5.3 Limitations
All aims were limited by a small sample size, convenience sampling, diverse diagnoses
among participants, and a participant population predominantly composed of experienced
wheelchair users. The small sample size and convenience sampling limited our ability to
generalize the current results. It is possible that our positive results came from a highly motivated
group that is more motivated to learn MWP and more willing to tolerate wearing sensors. It is
also possible that the small sample size of each diagnostic group allowed us to glimpse only a
fraction of the truth of the effects. Different diagnoses also have different risks of cognitive
deficits, for which we utilized only two measures to briefly review. Furthermore, inclusion of
participants who are primarily experienced MWC users may affect the training program.
Experienced MWC users are often more accustomed to their wheelchair compared to new MWC
users. However, their propulsion habits may be harder to change.

5.4 Future Directions
For aim 1, future studies can investigate the current comprehensive protocol in an
inpatient rehabilitation facility and with a larger cohort. This would further assess the feasibility
and acceptability of the MWP training and monitoring protocol with inexperienced MWC users.
Future studies can also investigate the dosage effects of the MWP training. Reduction of
unnecessary training time could further reduce the barriers of implementation in inpatient or
outpatient clinics.
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For aim 2 and 3, further development of machine learning modeling, such as measuring
more daily activities and building more comprehensive models, is necessary to improve the
accuracy of outdoor propulsion pattern detection. Comprehensive machine learning models
could have hierarchical layers of machine learning algorithms splitting movements into different
categories. Previous studies have found methods to determine body position (e.g., sitting,
standing, lying down), as well as MWP versus non-MWP activities (Hiremath et al., 2015;
Garcia-Masso et al., 2015; Lara & Labrador, 2013). These existing algorithms can be
incorporated to form an activity recognition pipeline that filters movement data before the MWP
recognition machine learning models. Smaller sensors are also available, which may increase
acceptability as a clinical device (Herrera et al., 2018). The goal is to develop the machine
learning method well enough to create a Virtual Coach—MWP training with feedback from a
smartwatch—and utilize the system as described in the Living Lab concept—to measure health
and well-being in the individual’s lived environment (Bulling et al., 2014; French et al., 2008;
Korman, Weiss, & Kizony, 2016; Niitamo et al., 2006). The ability to recognize and measure
daily performance may further change the landscape of rehabilitation and participation science.
The above studies can achieve the overarching goal of my research which is to improve
the participation and well-being of manual wheelchair users. Wheelchair propulsion training not
only may prevent upper limb pain or injuries, but also enable the wheelchair users to have more
efficient mobility. This can be achieved by combining the clinical studies with technologies in
creating a longitudinal telemedicine care that is feasible to implement in the current medical care
environment. My hope and vision are that through the effort like this dissertation research,
Virtual Coach and Living Lab can be advanced enough to provide clinical intervention and
trainings longitudinally and people’s own environment.
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Abstract
Introduction. Upper extremity pains among manual wheelchair users (MWC) induce functional
decline and reduce quality of life. Research has identified chronic overuse due to manual
wheelchair propulsion (MWP) as one of the factors associated with upper limb injuries.
Although ecological validity of MWP performance in the laboratory is assumed, lack of a
feasible tool to track MWP in the community precludes testing this assumption. Recent studies
have shown that MWP can be tracked through machine learning methods and wearable
accelerometers.
Methods. To further develop this technique, we conducted a pilot study examining the feasibility
of measuring MWP patterns when eight daily activities were recorded. Two participants, an
experienced MWC USERS and an able-bodied individual, wore two accelerometers on their
arms. The MWC USERS performed MWP patterns on a wheelchair roller system and
overground. The able-bodied participant performed common daily activities such as cooking,
cleaning, and eating.
Result. The support vector machine built from the acceleration of MWP pattern recorded on the
wheelchair roller system predicted the MWP patterns performed overground with 99.7%
accuracy. The support vector machine built from additional gyroscope data recorded overground
predicted MWP patterns (F1 = 0.968).
Conclusions. These results further demonstrate the possibility of tracking MWP in the
community.
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